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I

TERMS OF REFERENCE

The City of Yellowknife original Terms of Reference is included in the appendix of this
report. The following summarizes and recaps the key areas required for review:
I.

Examine and assess the present Municipal Enforcement Division;

2.

Provide cost-effectiveness, service level and benchmarking analysis [value for
money: efficiency, effectiveness and economy];

3.

Identify alternate enforcement approaches for City Council; and

4.

Prepare an assessment of all resources correlated to legal counsel
recommendations.
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jj INTRODUCTION
POMMEN AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED has carried out an extensive review of the City of
Yellowknife Municipal Enforcement Division. This included the review of the following:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

. City Council bylaws, policies and minutes;
Organizational Structure at the City Council, Administrative and Service
Delivery levels;
All operational policies and procedures;
City statistics, economics, demographics, etc.;
All fmancial and statistical records, documentation, reports;
RCMP statistics and reports;
Northwest Territories legislation;
Over 40 interviews and discussions within the City and externally;
Historical and current day law enforcement publications; and
Ten benchmark municipalities for comparative purposes.

The consultant thanks all of those who participated in conducting this project and analysis.
All participants have been very cooperative, have provided extra information beyond what
was requested and demonstrated a genuine interest in assisting or improving the Municipal
Enforcement Division. Everyone had concrete suggestions and solutions to perceived or re'!l
issues and problems. Their efforts are sincerely appreciated and are recognized in this review
and the formulation of recommendations. Those reading the report may fmd their
suggestions incorporated in the recommendations.
As a result of carrying out this exercise, the consultant has generated observations, statistical
comparative information, recommendations and alternatives for City Council and
Management consideration. This work and report correlate the City of Yellowknife
conditions of uniqueness relative to "southern municipalities" while assessing the need of the
activities carried out by the Enforcement Division/ It brings into focus the differences in
enforcement activities between RCMP and Enforcement Division. It discusses the policy and
service level decisions that need to be considered to clearly defme the future role of the
Municipal Enforcement Division. It presents Management with alternative service delivery
forms that will require City Council endorsement and support.
The consultant's style of reporting is to present information that provides the backup to
justify conclusions, but more-so, to provide sound information to:
1.
2.
2.
3.
4.

identifY changes, create organizational and operational options;
create the motivation and endorsement to change;
propose shifts from traditional enforcement approaches to Community based
policing;
problem-solve and facilitate soluti"J:ls; and
make efficiency and effectiveness iniprovements.

Information covers two areas: quantitative [facts, statistics, benchmarks, etc.]; qualitative
[subjective, experience, knowledge, quality oflife, etc.]. This report combines these areas to
create comprehensive direction.
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Ill OBSERVATIONS

Definition:
Something seen and noted;
data or information secured by observing.

A. Global Change
Governance and delivery of municipal services are and will continue to experience
major change and restructuring well beyond the turn of the century. Economic
alliances have been renegotiated through GATT, NAFTA and Americas and such
agreements are unlikely to remain static within the Global Village. The Federal and
Provincial governments in Canada are restructuring the way government will
function to manage the gross Canadian debt of over $700 billion.
All of this is impacting and resulting in a transfer of community development
responsibilities to the local level. Transition is occurring whether it be as a result of
grant elimination or reduction, regionalization or consolidation of government
departments and local governments. The City of Yellowknife is not insulated to this
changing scene. "Downloading'' to local governments is continuing to occur.
Governance, administrative and economic restructuring are being referenced daily.
Publications such as: "Reinventing Government,"' "The Leadership Challenge"• and
"No Small Change"> provide excellent research on "Steering versus Rowing"
governments, "How •o Get Extraordinary Things Done in Organizations" and
"Succeeding in Canada's New Economy."
Clearly .local governments need to govern and manage more efficiently, effectively
and economically. This means that some of people's past professional training and
application to service delivery methodologies are being challenged and people must
look at "paradigm shifts" to survive. Depending on the reader's perspective of what is
happening in the world around us, this report may be viewed as either "threatening''
or an "opportunity" to embrace change, to facilitate transition and make positive
things happen. "...you can't embrace the new paradigm unless you let g;o of the old."•

1David Osborne and Ted Gaebler
2James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner
3Dian Cohen and Guy Stanley
4Tbe Aquarian Con§lliracy: Marilyn Ferguson, John Naisbitt
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Ill OBSERVA TlONS
The following sections characterize clear 1ssues facing the City and the Enforcement
Division.

B.

General
This report's introduction identifies that the City of Yellowknife Municipal
Enforcement Division's conditions are "unique" compared to "southern
municipalities" or some other Municipal Bylaw Enforcement departments. It is
important to understand and recognize the differences because direct comparisons
cannot be made to other municipalities unless a very detailed and costly data
gathering and policy analysis approach were carried out. This would be beyond the
Terms of Reference of this study.
However, the research carried out draws general comparisons which give valid trends
an<! comparisons for the purpose of this exercise. By including some RCMP activities
in the comparisons, a more accurate picture results.
The areas of uniqueness are as follows:

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The northerly location and significant winter conditions experienced by
Yellowknife
-Winter time snowmobile, recreational and transportation activities are more
intense
Yellowknife acts as a hub to northern communication, business, industry,
social and culture experiences
The RCMP detachment's police services do not include traffic enforcement
and response to some municipal bylaws. eg. noise and party complaints
NT local governments do not pay for RCMP services
The RCMP detachment is not integrated with Bylaw Services
The City Municipal Enforcement Division is functioning within some realms
·of police activity such as: traffic enforcement, arresting violators, acting as
first responder at times to incidents, etc.
NT does not have a Police Act defming power, authorities and responsibilities
of municipal Bylaw Officers; authority comes from the Cities, Towns and
Villages Act and Motor Vehicles Act, etc.
Typical RCMP detachments include Municipal Clerical positions that may or
may not integrate with Bylaw Enforcement Officers' activities.

Therefore, when trying to compare the Yellowknife Municipal Enforcement Division
to typical Municipal Bylaw departments, more than straight municipal numbers of
FTE (full time equivalent), general fme re*"ues or infractions need to be considered.
Yellowknife must also be considered within the context of the RCMP role with the
Government of the Northwest Territories. 'It is not a straight Bylaw department. On
the other side of the coin, it cannot be compared to a "typical municipal police
department" because it does not fulfll the full range of police services such as criminal
activities.
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B.

General (cont'd)
As a result of this "hybrid" bylaw department scenario, the consultant presents the
various observations, analysis and recommendations addressing the Uniqueness'' of
the Municipal Enforcement Division.
11

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

C.

Governance and Policy [City Council)
•

•
•

D.

Members believe they are carrying out the right activities as "police
services" but are uncertain of policy maker expectations
Enforcement philosophy and activity reflect the language of the bylaws [eg.
shall ... J
It promotes high visibility and activity
Of the people interviewed, some observe a high level of Municipal
Enforcement visibility
The priorities for enforcement result in revenue generation
Traffic and parking enforcement are high priorities
Response times to all calls are high priority
Public confusion exists between RCMP and Division responsibilities
It enforces most City departmental bylaw infractions
Community volunteerism in Community Policing may not be feasible
The City is generally a "safe" Community to live in although concerns have
been expressed about increasing crime (eg. B&E's, Assaults, etc.)

The purpose and mandate of the Division is to protect public safety, provide a
. safe, secure and healthy environment for the citizens of Yellowknife
The annual budget goals and objectives reflect the Division's Mission and
Purpose
What is the role between the RCMP and Division responsibilities?

Management and Administration
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

The Division Department Director is removed from Division direction setting
A City Council approved Mission or purpose does not exist
Clear goals and objectives at the Director and Manager levels do not exist
The Manager's emphasis is on enforcement of bylaws, traffic detail and
parking infractions
Traditional command and control ["top down"] process of activities exist
Officers exercise their own judgement "in the field" and "call by calf'
Although quotas do not exist, monthly statistical performance is emphasized
with Officers [one requirement is l!;lPlinimum of one parking meter round per
shift and is included in the budget objectives]
Annual performance objectives do not exist with the Manager and Officers,
the Policies and Procedures Manual is the primary guideline for decisionmaking
Community Based Policing is in its infancy stages
Parking meter enforcement is efficient with the integration of patrols,
ticketing and parking passes
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E.

Service Delivery
0

•
•
0

•
•

•
•
•
•

Staff are confused about what City Council expects
Staff morale is low and intrinsic rewards minimal
Annual training objectives do not exist between the Manager and officers
Expectations of a high level of service and excellent response times exist
Citizen contact with the Division appears significantly higher than in similar
sized communities
The Division is often the first point of contact for other department
operational complaints [eg. improper barricades, construction noise, etc.J
and not always referred to the appropriate department to resolve
Two enforcement actions cause the highest level of concern for Division
Officers: Noise Complaints and stopping motor vehicless
RCMP do not enforce traffic and will not due to fmancial limitations
RCMP priorities concentrate on crime and crime prevention
City of Yellowknife does not pay for RCMP services
An excellent working relationship exists between the RCMP and Division,
Officers, staff
Interface with other agencies is excellent [Motor Vehicles, Court, etc.J
The Division has become a quasi-police department by change in role of the
RCMP and Council approved aimual objectives.
Some Community Based Services exists with the schools
Public perception ranges from full support of Division activities to negative
and concerned attitudes
Parking meter enforcement provides more City service than just revenue
generation; tliat is it creates equitable parking turnover, identification of City
liability prevention [damaged City property], crime prevention, vehicle
registration expiration, interaction with citizens, etc.
Parking meter enforcement is consistent with other communities

··~r

5Refer to Appendix I for Authority to Enforce Bylaws and Legislation
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F.

JTalue for Money
F.I

. ExistingPrograms
The City of Yellowknife receives good value for money with the existing;
programs delivered by the Municipal enforcement Division:

•

•
•

•
•

•

F.2

Parking enforcement is effective. Over time, the number of citations
issued has declined while the number of parking permits has increased.
Licensing is effective. In the period reviewed there was a 59%
increase in licenced elements.
·
A very high rate of ticket clearance reflects an effective enforcement
program.
96% of all occurrences investigated and actioned by the Division are
reso1ved without tickets or penalties being imposed.
Yellowknife spends approximately so% more than the median
community per FTE. The median community generates $1.05 of
revenue per dollar of expenditure; Yellowknife generates $0.97 of
revenue per dollar of expenditure.
The average citizen of Yellowknife is paying $2.50 in fmes, fees,
licences and permits in comparison with $1.00 for the average citizen
in the median community.

Future

The City of Yellowknife would receive greater value for money through
implementation of changes as recommended:

•
•

•

Yellowknife spends $45 per capita; the median community spends
$16 per capita for enforcement oflocal bylaws.
Yellowknife issues .63 parking infraction tickets per capita, the
community of Prince George issues 1.20 tickets per capita and Prince
Albert issues 1.03 tickets per capita. These two communities have
dedicated parking enforcement personnel.
Yellowknife issues 9 traffic enforcement tickets per 100 citizens .
Grande Prairie issues 25 traffic enforcement tickets per 100 citizens.
Grande Prairie has a very active enforcement program in school
zones.

·•

•
•

The median community with a parking enforcement program issued
approximately 2.5 times t!:le number of tickets per FTE over the
Yellowknife issuance rate. "
Only one dog control (impoimdment and/or destruction) action takes
place in Yellowknife each day.
The median benchmark community has one enforcement personnel
for every 455 citizens. Yellowknife has one for every 410 citizens.
(Enforcement personnel include Bylaw Officers, RCMP, clerical
support).
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F.

Value for Money (Cont'd)
F.s

1995 Budget Goals
The Municipal Enforcement Division goals are to: ·
enforce City Bylaws and applicable Territorial statutes in a fair,
competent and consistent manner, thereby enhancing public safety
and meeting City legal requirements

.Assessment: although all bylaws are not enforced and legal
requirements need to be addressed, the department meets this goal
subject to the observations contained in this report.
provide a timely response to citizen and City Administration/
departmental requests for service regarding bylaw and other statute
infractions and enforcement

.Auessment: meets or exceeds this standard

•

provide such other legislative, administrative, investigative and outside
agency support as may be required, within legal boundaries

.Aueument: meets this requirement

•

maintain a cooperative working relationship with the RCMP

.Aueument: meets this requirement
F.4

1995 Budget Objectives:

•

Provide full coverage to the citizens of Yellowknife from 7 am to 1
am daily, with on call/standby coverage from 12 am to 7 am, utilizing
a maximum of four officers and two patrol vehicles daily .

.Auessment: meets this requirement
•

Conduct a maximum of three and a minimum of two meter patrols
each day, Monday through Friday.

.Auessment: meets two meter patrols per day
•

·ilt

Establish a maintenance pi~ and inventory that ensures 90
all parking meters are operal:ional and ready for public use .

- 95%

of

.Auessment: meets this standard
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F.

Yalue for Money (Cont'd)
•

Increase and maintain the 90%+ rate of fine recovery for bylaw
offences.

Assessmtmt: meets and exceeds the standard (96%)

•

Monitor and enforce speed !~its in the City, with special emphasis
on the eight school zones, by being present in at least one school
zone during each of the three daily high traffic periods.

Assessment: generally meets the standard subject to report
observations

•

Perform a once a day patrol of City areas for garbage infractions and
loose dogs.

Auessmtmt: meets the standard

•

Increase level of dog licencing by 15% to 700 dogs per year.

Assessment: at 1994 year end there were 750 dogs licenced, over the
two previous years there was a 20% increase; therefore the target
should increase

•

Conduct a minimum of three snowmobile patrols per week during the
snowmobile season, weather permitting.

Assessmtmt: uncertain about the current number and there is concern
whether this level is appropriate

•

Ensure sidewalks in the control area are checked every second day and
records of checks are duiy maintained.

Assessmtmt: meets the standard
Ensure traffic on Franklin Ave. In the Central Business District is
monitored three times daily during rush hour periods.

Assessmtmt: meets the standard
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G.

Organizational Design Analysis
Part of the terms of reference of this study is to consider structure and how the
Division functions within the overall City operation. Organizational Design considers
the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
Oven~iew

Allocation of municipal roles and responsibilities
Ongoing and dynamic environment of policy to service delivery
Theoretical ideals relative to the dimensions of governmental process
The Six Box Model relative to key organizational elements
How the key players rate the most important enforcement activities
Estimated allocation of time pursuant to key activities

of the Charts:

A11ocation of Roles and Responsibilities - Chart "A"

•
•
•

Key activities are identified within three role areas: Council,
Management and Service Providers
Council is responsible for leadership and "steering" the City's direction
Management or Administration act as the conduit and facilitators to
ensure policy is developed on behalf of council and eventually
implemented
Service Providers implement services, programs, run systems and
customer focus

Circle Dynamics - Chart "B"

•

•

Roles and Responsibilities are depicted as being interrelated and
interdependent
All responsibilities and activities occur within the dynamics of each
other emphasizing the importance of clear role and mission
defmitions

Dimensions of Governmental Process - Chart "C'
•
•

This spine chart depicts approximately the right balance at the
Council and Management/Administration levels
When this ideal is functioning well, the organization excels and
· operates effectively

Six Box Model- Chart "D"
•
•
•

··'if

Developed by M.R. Weisbotd; Group & Organizational Studies, 1976
Draws the relationships among six key elements as interpreted by
employees
Answers to questions are correlated by computer analysis to give a
general overview of how employees view their organization

10
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Chart "A"

Allocation of
Roles & Responsibilities

Council
Governance

I

_______

Vision, Mission, Policy Directives, Strategic Planning/Priorities, Political Leadership
&
rnmental
T

~~

........,

..~

Manager & Directors
Team

Admlliistrative Leadership/Initiation, Pro-active/Forward Thinking, Policy Assistance &
Implementation, Strategic Planning/Action, Results Oriented Reporting, Professionalism,
Standards, TQM Principles, Evaluations

~.

Service Providers
Customer Focus, •

'Po_licy & Programsf:Eilicient/Effective/Economic Delivery,
Iunovation, Evaluation
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Chart "B"

GQVERNANCE

(COUNCIL)
Vision/MiSsion Statement
Policy Role
Strategic Planning/Priortties
Political Process
Intergov't. Recognition

OPERATIONAL

ADMINISTRATION
(MANAGEMENT]

[SERVICE PROVIDERS]
Strategic Planning
""POLE"
Technical Skills/ Competencies
Equipment
Recognition

Policy Implementation
Strategic Planning
"POLE"
Prof. & Standards
Financial
Communication
Training
Recognition
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Chart "C"

Dimensions of Governmental
Process
lliustrative tasks for
Council

Determine "purpose,
scope of services,
constitutional issues

Suggest management
changes to manager;
review organiZational
performance in
manager's appraisal

Advise (what City "can"
do may influence what it
"should"do); analyze
conditions and trends

Mission

Pass ordinances;
approve new
projects and
programs; ratify
budget
Make implementing
decisions (e.g., site
selection); handle
complaints; oversee
administration

lliustrative tASkt; for
lldministrators

Council's Sphere

Make recommendations
on all decisions;
formulate budget;
determine service
distribution formulae

Po!J'cy

Establish practices and
procedures and make
decisions for
implementing policy

Administration

Management
'---~-------------'

Control the human,
material, and
informational resources
of organization to
support policy and
administrative functions

Manager's Sphere

The curved line suggests the division between the council's and the manager's
spheres of activity, with the council to the left and the manager to the right of
the line. The division presented is intended to roughly approximate a "proper"
degree of separation and sharing. Shifts to either the left or right would
indicate improper incursions.
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Chart "D"

1.

Purposes

What "Business" are we In?

3.

2.
Structure

Relationships

How do we manage
conflict among peo·- pie? Technologies?
Equip.?

5.

How do we
dtvtde up the
work?

Leadership ·

Is someone keeping the
boxes In balance? Who?

6. Helpful
Mechanisms

4.

Rewards

Is there an Incentive
for doing all that
needs doing?

Have we adequate coordlnat. Ing technologies? What?.

Outside EnvirQnment
What constraints and
demands does It Impose?

.w.
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Chart "E"

Organizational Design Analysis
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Generally, the Division members agree with the five elements of the purpose,
structure, leadership, relationships and helpfulness within the organization. The
tendency moves towards strongly agree.
One area receiving a lower rating is that of rewards which confirms the consultant's
observations as well. Staff require more positive recognition of their efforts and
fmancial aspects may also be reflected as well.

•

Finally, the Division agrees with change and will respond to change as required. A
stronger rating would be more desirable.
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Chart "F"
Most Important Activities

Activity

#1

Life & Safety of People
Conflict Resolution
Complaint lnvestigatio
Protection of Property
Public Concern

8
1
1

Totals

10

I

80
10
10

#2

4
4
1
1

..

•

%

%

#s

%

40
40
10
10

2
1
4
1
2

20
10
40
10
20

10

10

I

#4

4
6

I

%

#5

40
60

4
1
4
1

10

%

I

I

10

Management and Officers were asked to rate what would be the most important
activities that they consider to be important relative to the Division
Th~ highest priority is Life and Safety of People and scored 80% among the raters

Conflict Resolution and Complaint Investigation are tied for second priority
Protection to Property and Public Concern rank lower

•

Although one must be careful in drawing conclusions from this type of information,
it is not clear what the highest priorities for action should be. This is addressed in
recommendations related to mission and purpose.

··'!!'
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Chart "G"
Allocation ofFTE Time
Summary
%of
Time [u.s] %of Total

Activity
Enforce. Bylaws, Patrols
Clerical Staff Activities
Enforce. Traffic
Complaints, Inquiries, Reports
Mgn't, Superv., Coord., Assign.
Court Process, Duties
Bylaws, Policy, Proceed., Report

320
300
180
120
110

jTotals

~
45

28%
27%
16%
11%
10%
5%
4%

1,130

100%

Footnote:
1995 Budget FTE
Add: Director Time
Less: Building Div. Clerk
Revised Total

11.0
0.3
-0.5
10.81

FTE means Full Time Equivalent employee
•

This is a general chart created from employee responses to what they spend their
time on.

•

Generally, 28% of the time is allocated to enforcement of bylaws and patrols
27% reiated to clerical activities [radio, dispatch, records, licences, computer support]
16% for the enforcement of traffic

•

The combination of managerial, supervisory and reporting relative to a six officer
staff compliment exceeds twenty percent.
--~

•,
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Benchmarking was conducted for the activities administered by the Municipal Enforcement
Division.. Uniformity of data collection for reporting was addressed by providing each of the
selected communities with a standard defmition which described Yellowknife's enforcement
activities. Upon receipt of reply, data elements were confirmed with the contributing
community to ensure consistency and application for comparison with the Municipal
Enforcement Division. See Appendix IV for communities approached to provide benchmark
information.

Each community for political, social and economic factors within their own community,
structure enforcement programs to suit their needs. Each of the ten contributing
communities dedicate varying levels of resource toward enforcement of bylaws and/ or
legislation. Exercise cautjon when COIQl>aring rates of eJIPenditures and income. Accounting
practices wage rates. penalty charges and other fmancial factors can obscure the issues of
effectiveness and efficiency. See Appendix III, Chart #2.
Comparison with other communities is possible using the standard defmition of activity
approach. It is also essential to note that the best comparison of a community's
programming is a review or comparison against itself over a period.
Details of the Statistical Analysis are in Appendix III [Yellowknife means City of
Yellowknife].
Yellowknife has one FTE (full time equivalent) Bylaw Enforcement member
for every 1,619 citizens. The median community has one FTE for every
3,550 citizens.

Yellowknife has one RCMP officer for every 630 citizens. The Canadian
average of all communities with RCMP providing police service is one officer
for every 590 citizens.
Yellowknife has one enforcement personnel for every 410 citizens. Of the
benchmark communities the median was one enforcement personnel for
every 455 citizens. Enforcement personnel include police, bylaw enforcement
and support clerical staff
Yellowknife spends $72,170 per FTE for enforcement. The median
community expenditure is approximately $55,000 per FTE.
Yellowknife spends $45 per capita on the Municipal Enforcement Division.
The median community spends approximately $16 per capita for
enforcement of local bylaws and legislation.
Yellowknife generates $70,326 per PTE in enforcement revenues. The
median community generates approximately $58,000 in revenue per FTE.
Yellowknife generates $43 per capita from fmes, fees and penalties in
programs administered by the Municipal Enforcement Division. The median
community generates $16.75 per capita.
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(Cont'd)
•

Yellowknife undertakes 1.10 enforcement actions for every citizen in the
community. The median community undertakes o. 71 enforcement actions
per citizen in the community.
Yellowknife issues 1,026 parking infractions per FTE. The median
community issues approximately 2,600 parking infractions per FTE.

•

Yellowknife issues 63 parking tickets per 100 citizens in the community.
The median community issues approximately 60 parking tickets per 100
citizens.

•

Yellowknife issues 1.46 traffic infractions per FTE. The median community
comparison is not directly applicable [see details]; however, the Yellowknife
FTE issues approximately 30% more infraction notices than their
Whitehorse counterpart.

•

Yell owknife issues 9 traffic tickets per 100 citizens. Whitehorse issues 6.5
tickets per 100 citizens.
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1994 Municipal Enforcement Division Benchmark
Net Expenditures and Revenues

This table reflects the net pos1t10n of expenditures and revenues in bylaw enforcement
activities for the benchmark communities. As stated in the statistical analysis introduction,
each community for political, social and economic factors dedicate varying levels of resource
toward enforcement programs.
The varying levels of resources and policy positions relative to bylaw enforcement are
reflected in this table through comparison of the net position. Column #I reflects the
surplus or deficit of the community programs in decending order of surplus. Column #2
expresses the net position as a net cost per citizen in the community.
Column #s and #4 are the comparison of expenditures per Bylaw FTE [See Table C, Graph
#14] and comparison of revenues per Bylaw FTE [See Table D, Graph #!4]. Column #5
identifies the net surplus or deficit generated by each Bylaw FTE. Column #6 expresses the
figure in Column #5 as a net surplus or deficit per citizen in the community.
Summacy
Column #2 demonstrates a range of ver cavita nWt sumlus of $9.51! to a deficit of $26.91!.
Yellowknife functioned at a small deficit of $!.14 per capita; a good verformance compared
'
to some of the municipalities.
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i' CITY BYLAW CHANGES
One of the requirements of this review is to "prepare an assessment of the human, fmancial
and equipment resources that are required to carry out the enforcement responsibility after
the current bylaws are amended ...." The legal opinion is internal advice to the City and this
review addresses the operational aspects of future Division responsibilities.
Primarily, Division resources are considered relative to discretionary language within future
bylaws and policies. Personal observations and discussions have been carried out to address
service level and operational recommendations. Procedures, training and evaluation of
employees relative to daily enforcement activities have been considered.
In order to address the human, fmancial and equipment resources required for the Division,
the question of the "level of service" relative to the community, economic and social
considerations requires definition. The annual budget process and funding allocations
determine the level of activity that may be possible and community feedback provides a
degree of acceptable enforcement tolerance levels. Therefore, City policy determines the
level of resources related to the levels of service.
Secondly, the types, scope, range and methods of enforcement determine the expertise
required by employees. Existing employees require ongoing training to remain current with
enforcement practices as well as bylaw issues. Selecting new employees should be based
upon the current and future Division activities and enforcement expectations.
Similarly, the type of equipment ranging from on-street to office is determined by the needs
for the range of enforcement activities. Dog enforcement requires certain equipment that is
different from traffic control. Communications and dispatch is determined by response times
and resident contact.
Considering the variables summarized above, the recommendations of this report address this
point of the Terms of Reference. The various alternatives reflect the consultant's
interpretation of the service delivery requirements once various bylaws and policies have
been amended.
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VI RECOMMENDAT70NS

1•

Governance and Policy
1.1.

That City Council, collectively with Administration, revisit and determine
or confirm the mission and mandate of the Municipal Enforcement Division
pursuant to the recommendations contained within this report.

Purpose:
It is City Council's responsibility to determine the level, quality, quantity,

resources and characteristics of future Municipal Policing. Two policing
authorities exist: the RCMP and Municipal Enforcement Division. Current
resources and priorities of the RCMP have caused the Division to take over
normal RCMP activities in traffic, all-terrain vehicles and disturbances. City
Council has approved the Division's service level throughout the annual
budget process on a yearly basis.
Administration should assist City Council in describing the mandate, one that
goes beyond the current write-up in the 1995 Budget document. This report
provides recommendations that will facilitate City Council and
Administration to formulate the mandate that reflects the communities needs
and expectations.
An example of a Mission Statement could be:

"The purpose of the Bylaw Safety Services Division is to serve and
help our City, residents, neighbours and visitors maintain a safe and
friendly community environment."
1.2.

That once City Council has created the Division mandate, that City Council
support the Division with the appropriate resources and political public
backing.

Purpose:
City Council cannot support a service that is out-of-step with community
expectations. However, there is the legal responsibility to enforce laws that
maintain a safe and secure living environment. There will be times when
enforcement is not popular and members of council will bear the brunt of
such situations.
During these times. City Counc~s a whole. must suonort enforcement
actions to the public. Without ~uch support and public display of the
rationale for enforcement, the Division will not be effective nor retain
credibility. If City Council is not satisfied, as a whole, with the performance
of specific activities or staff, then such performance should be reviewed, policy
or bylaws amended and corrective action taken and again supported in a
positive way.
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VI RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Governance and Policy (Cont'd)
I.S.

That City Council, through the Works and Public Safety Committee,
request Administration and RCMP to provide benchmark statistical
monthly performance reports.

Purpou:
The Committee receives monthly statistical reports that provide a great deal
of detail, but little meaning. The consultant has provided samples of
benchmarking statistics that can continue to be used to give per capita,
Officer and/ or dollar comparisons. The Division can take the RCMP
information along with Division information and provide consolidated
reports. Management, Committee and Council will have better comparative
information for the purposes of future decision making and for public
communication.
The Division Manager should be afforded the opportunity to present and
communicate the monthly and yearly performance information to the
Committee. Dialogue should occur about community involvement, program
accomplishments and public relations improvements or changes.
1.4.

That City Council establish a Bylaw Appeals Committee to act as a review
body for complaints about Officers by members of the public.

Purpose:
The number of recorded complaints about Officers is very few. However,
considering the public attention, the perceptions that exist about the
Division and the breadth of jurisdiction of the Division, it would be prudent
for a formal mechanism to be in place to hear public complaints about
Division activities. A formal, written complaint system should be introduced
with the following features:
l.

All Division staff complaints ftled in writing by the public addressed
to the City Administrator;

2.

Written investigation and solutions report to the City Administrator
and Committee from the Division Manager;

s.

Follow-up reply to the Co$lainant by the City Administrator;

4.

Appeal step from the Complainant to the Committee; and

5.

Follow-up reply to the Complainant by the Committee Chair.
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VI RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Governance and Policy (Cont'd)
1.5.

That City Council consider establishing a neighbourhood mediation process
policy.
·

Purpou:
Today, communities are considering alternatives to deal with neighbourhood
issues varying from barking dogs, noisy parties to fence problems. Mediation
can be a useful process in educating and addressing public issues. An
independent person providing facilitation assistance could resolve the barking
dog issues. Some members of Arbitration and Mediation Societies• provide
volunteer services for the opportunity to gain experience in these areas.
Alternatively, Works and Public Safety Committee, the Division, City
Department or external facilitator could assist with complaints and creating
solutions.
The benefit of this process is one to resolve issues without the harshness of
continually issuing tickets, summons, etc. and to build community goodwill
relative to irritating problems. It should be recognized the Division deals
with and presumably resolves a large number of calls without enforcement
action. However, more serious issues could be afforded another alternative.

6Arbitration and Mediation Institute of Canada; Alberta Arbitration and Mediation Society
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!Z.

Management and Administration
2.1.

That the philosophy of the Division change to that of a "service"
ambassador program including Community Based Service Concepts.

Purpou:
Contemporary styles of enforcement have changed to a "service philosophy"
and "community involvement" based upon the numerous success stories in
North America7. The kinds of success stories include citizens volunteering to
patrol business and residential areas, involve children and teens in community
safety, officers being recognized for increasing community involvement, etc.
The consultant believes, based on research of the City, that a dramatic change
in service delivery addressing community needs and issues is warranted. This
recommendation is intended to bolster the Division's existing community
activities such as: school programs, Bike Rodeo, Safety programs, and to
incorporate this philosophy within all services.
To succeed, community based services will require City Council and senior
Administration support; however, it will require the Manager of the division
to champion, facilitate, coach and nurture the new direction. This means
significant cultural, empowerment and procedural changes from the current
command structure.
2.2.

That the Division Manager participates in one Works and Public Safety
Committee meeting per month.

Purpou:
Successful Enforcement Services includes prof.;.sional community and
program implementation as well as communication with the policy makers.
City Council's committee requires information and first hand feedback on
enforcement accomplishments and problems expected to be encountered.
This is more than an exercise in reviewing numbers. The numbers identify
quantitative results measured to objectives. Dialogue and two way
communications assist in development of both council and Manager's
understanding of issues, probing possible solutions and community
involvement.

7ICMA Reference Material; Alberta Newspaper Articles in Appendix.
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2.

Management and Administration (Cont'd)
!Ul.

That the Division Manager, with Division staff, develop measurable annual
goals and objectives with staff.

Purpo111:
The hierarchy of service delivery commences with: a purpose [Mission],
broadly stated ideals to be accomplished [Goals] and specific and measurable
activities [Objectives]. The Division requires such documentation to create
the process of discussion, leading the staff group to meet the Mission
Statement and creating a team focus relative to what needs to be
accomplished.
In conjunction with this initiative, the officer evaluation system and focus of
monthly staff meetings changes. Officers should be rated on how many
problems or service requests they resolved rather than how many citations
issued. The reasons for writing citations can be categorized into: a]
service/ citizen request citation; bJ high incident target citation; and cJ
randomly issued citations.•
2.4.

That the Division Manager implement a continuing education and
development program for all Division staff.

Purpo111:
Today, Officers renew various certificates for radar, CPR etc. However, other
than the direct training taken before joining the Division or education being
taken as individuals, a program of continuing education and development is
not evident.·
Municipal enforcement services is a complex public arena. It requires
excellence in many skill areas: public relations, negotiation, mediation,
conflict resolution, stress management, technology, computers, etc.
Recommendation 2.1 [Community Based Service] will require a change in
management approach to empower officers while retaining the principles of
consistency and fairness in enforcement actions. All staff require ongoing
education to meet City service expectations. The consultant recommends
several inunediate priorities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Relations: Coping under all circumstances
Marketing the Div~ion's mandate and services
Community Based Enforcement Services
Community problein solving
Technology in policing today
Computer skills [word processing, spreadsheet, databases]

BICMA MIS Report, Volume 25/Number 5; May 1993; Page 4
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!l.5

That policy statements and methods of service delivery be prepared by the .
Bylaw Safety Services Division for review by the Works and Public Safety
Committee and subsequent Council approval.
Purpose:
There is a requirement for an approved policy environment for inspection
and enforcement practices. The Division Manager should be afforded the
opportunity of presenting the Division's plan of action for bylaws the
Division enforces.
The existing Yellowknife policy and procedures manual provides a
benchmark for review. The existing document is prescriptive and does not
allow for much independence of action for enforcement personnel. The
review process would be the opportunity for introduction of "service
ambassador" programs, community based services, and a platform for
emphasizing the evolution of the new Division.
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3.

Service Delivery
Service Delivery encompasses the Division as a whole carrying out the various
services required related to Community Services, enforcement, education, etc. A
Terms of Reference requirement was to consider alternatives. This requirement is a
positive point. In carrying out this review of service delivery options, it demonstrates
the willingness of the organization to look at itself and critique how it may do better.
It demonstrates that existing norms may be challenged and innovation, imagination
and re-engineering are options to be considered. ~mplementation of alternatives may
occur rapidly where desirable or out of need, otherwise evolution and phasing of
certain aspects can also be applicable.

Five Alternatives have been considered and developed for City Council consideration:
s.A.

Bylaw Safety Services [A New Era]

s.B.

RCMP and Bylaw Safety Services Merger

S.C.

Bylaw Safety Services [Bylaw Services Only]

S.D.

Bylaw Safety Services [Revised Existing Division]

[Note: The Alternative lettering and recommendation numbers do not represent an order of priority]

·.~
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City ofYellowknife
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ALTERNATIVE 3.A:
BYLAW SAFElY SERVICE

fANEWiMJ

S.A.l That the Municipal Enforcement Division's name be changed to "Bylaw
Safety Services" Division.
Purpo•~:

Community Based Policing reflects the requirement to be facilitators of
creating and maintaining safe communities within service delivery strategies.
The key words are •~service" meaning "helping" and ' customer" meaning the
"consumer." Launching a new service philosophy and implementing the
philosophy to change the image .of the present division requires a Division
name more closely aligned to its purpose. "Bylaw" identifies the laws of the
City, "Safety" addresses safe community and "Services" means allocating
resources to help the City's customers.
1

It should be noted that this does not abandon the professionalism needed for
enforcement requirements; they are integrated within a "goodwill
ambassador" service approach.
3.A.2 That City Council direct Bylaw Safety Services to develop a Division
Strategic Plan.

Purpou:
Creating a n~w direction for the Division involving Community Policing
requires a new strategic action plan.
The Division Manager and
Administration should facilitate developing a Strategic Plan in conjunction
with a Community Committee. Selecting individuals from various agencies
and public interest will create a representative membership to guide
development of the plan. The Works and Public Safety Committee, being
City Council's representative committee, can review strategy drafts and
present position papers to City Council.
The Strategic Plan should address the following topics:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enforcement Standards and Services
RCMP Linkages
Visibility and Profile
Public Relations, Media and Marketing
Public Education ·lr
Community Volunt'!l}' Compliance
Vehicles and Equipment
New Technology and Methods
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ALTERNA 11VE 3.A
s.A.s That City Council request the RCMP to respond to all disturbances and
noisy party complaints.

Purpose:
The Bylaw Officers are currently responding to neighbourhood disturbances
and in particular noisy party complaints. Although noise is a bylaw offence,
the noise is a result of enthusiastic party-goers where alcohol, drugs and
firearms maybe involved. An individual Bylaw Officer is not equipped and in
some cases does not have the authority to deal with certain situations such as
alcohol, etc. In some instances, the occupants of alleged premises have little
respect for the Officer arriving on the scene.
Considering the safety issues involved, it would be prudent for the RCMP to
answer such complaints and where necessary call a Bylaw Officer for backup
after the RCMP officer has investigated the complaint. The RCMP may well
fmd other criminal violations in the process. This requires City Council
direction to convey the significance of the issue to the RCMP and to create a
fair exchange of services. Considering the City is enforcing traffic matters, it
seems reasonable for RCMP to respond to such calls.
s.A.4 That the City request the NT Transportation Department, Motor Vehicles
Branch, to register outstanding traffic and parking offences on offenders
registered vehicles and drivers licences.

Purpose:
The Division spends about 10 to 15% of its time issuing summons and
creating court appearances for traffic and parking violations. It also involves
warrants for arrests and arrests relative to these types of infractions. This
process creates a great deal of aggravation with the people who have
encountered the process and it ties up valuable court and officer time.
It is possible, with minimal computer programming cost [$500], to have
Motor Vehicles registerll outstanding violations and reduce the aggravation
of the entire process. The consultant understands that the Division has had
discussion about this system in the past and may now be pursuing this
initiative again. This would reduce FTE by about .5 FTE.

11Transportation Department, Motor Vehicles Division, Richard McDonald; August 1995.
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ALTERNA 71VE 3.A
s.A.5

That the Division develop a "priority-call" service response procedure.

Purpose:
Current expectations of the Division are to respond to any and all calls as
they occur and as quickly as possible. With shrinking resources, this level of
service needs to be reconsidered. The type of services and service response
time is a function of community demand, money and Division availability.
All calls do not require immediate action. Life and Safety of People should be
of high priority; however, degrees of response should determine acceptable
levels of response to a complaint. These would be determined within the
annual budget council priority setting discussions. An analogy would be that
of Fire Department response times to a fire call. A three to five minute
response time is required due to Life and Safety needs.
Examples for Bylaw Safety Services could he:
Code!:
Code 2:
CodeS:

High Speed Traffic - respond inunediately
Public Complaints, Requests - respond within SO minutes
Routine Patrols, Parking violations - respond within 2 hours

The priority call system ties into the data base recording of activities to also
include times of calls. Records can be analyzed to determine peak hours of
the day when activities or requests are highest. The current operating
window of 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight may require adjustment or different
shifts altogether.
S.A.6 That the Business Licensing activity be automated and transferred to an
Accounts Receivable activity.

Purpose:
7 5% of one FTE is spent on the administration and issuing of Business
Licences. The formality involved can be reduced to an application and
rnvoice issuance. Receipt of payment is sufficient proof of registration.
Automating the annual cycle for the bulk of licences is feasib)eu. Staff
processing time for day-to-day administration, WCB registration, etc. can be
absorbed within other duties and is estimated at between .1 to .2 FTE:

12Bellamy Software Ltd., John Learn; August 1995
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S.A. 7 That the Animal Control Services be considered for out-sourcing to an
external agency.

Purpou:
The Division now processes approximately one dog licence and fme per day,
plus complaints and inquiries. Previous reporting" indicates 1.5 FTE service
this area. The consultant's interview observations indicate about .6 FTE of
time is applicable; therefore Officer time should reduce by about .6 FTE.
However, it is unlikely a cost saving would result. The time, equipment and
consequently, cost under contract wonld likely be similar.
The existing Department's range of services covers a wide range of activities.
It is expected that clean, crisp Officers present themselves in a professional
manner to traffic violators while collecting animals enroute to events of
significant public scrutiny. The same vehicles that transported an animal in
the back seat, transport someone arrested for a violation.
This integrated service detracts from the professionalism of the department
and could be better served by others. An agency such as the SPCA would
form an excellent opportunity for joint public involvement and public
education while creating revenue generation for the agency. A private
contract would provide a part-time job for an enterprising individual or
company.
sA.s

That City Cmmcil consider appointing property managers and building
owners as private property parking Bylaw Officers.

Purpose:
It is possible for owners or agents of property to be appointed Bylaw Officers
for the purposes of enforcing their own parking lot regulations. This will
free up time and response calls by Bylaw Safety Services for higher priority
services. Agents are assigned a book of parking tickets that they may issue
depending upon their enforcement requirements.

13Seryjce l&vels Apa]ysjs RqJOrt· Enforcement Division Manager; Feb. 28/94
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S.A.9

That the Bylaw Safety Services Division conduct periodic Public
Satisfaction Surveys.

Purpose:
This review and report have identified the varying perceived degrees of public
satisfaction. Various recommendations, when implemented, will require
evaluation of public response. The Division should carry out public surveys
whenever it has the opportunity to do so; that is, when a certain strategy has
been implemented and is operating; when a program has been offered and
completed, eg. Seat Restraints, Bike Safety, etc.
S.A.IO That City Council endorse Organizational Chart Option "A" relative to

Alternative s.A.

Purpose:
Changes in the service delivery and focus reduces the number of FTE
required. Within the restructuring, the amount of management and
supervision is addressed. The combined Director, Manager and Senior Officer
time is approximately 20%. A target of under 1O% is desirable.
The effect of reducing one supervisory position will move managerial tasks to
the Director level and increase leadership involvement; the Manager's focus
will shift more to Officer and staff development as well as court attendance;
and Officers will assume more accountability for day to day activities. The
result of supervisory and clerical shifts reduces the FTE from !0.8 to 9.9.
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.ALTERNATIVE 3.8:

fiCiiP AND BYLAW SAFETY SERVICES MERGER
During this review, it has been apparent that there are similar services and activities
relative to the RCMP services contract and the Bylaw Safety Services Division's
responsibility. Some public confusion exists about what the two services are
responsible for and how they are different.
Integration of RCMP and Bylaw departments is beginning to emerge in Canada;
Alberta includes: Strathcona County, Woodlands, Beaumont, Fort Saskatchewan,
Grande Prairie, Red Deer, St. Albert; British Columbia: Nelson. Merging operations
should not be carried out for the sake of merging. The move to do so would address
several issues:
•
•

•

•

Coordinated communications and dispatch without extra staff
Increased backup and safety for Bylaw Officers [transfer 6 FTE to
Detachment]
Integrated Community Policing
Coordination of community issues: noise, traffic, crime, etc.
Reduction in management [2 FTEJ
Coordinated clerical and administration [transfer 2 FTE to
Detachment]
Increased prestige and image of the Division
Bylaw Officer professional development

There are perceived disadvantages as well:
•
•
•
•

Further "downloading'' of costs and responsibility to the City
Gradual assimilation of Bylaw Officers into RCMP duties
Loss of direct supervision of Bylaw Officer duties
Assumption ofRCMP clerical duties and costs
Assumption of RCMP policing contract costs
Disagreement about the cost of dispatch and communication
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AL TERNA T7VE 3.8:
Having considered the "pros and cons" of the RCMP merger option and from an
external and technical perspective, it would be appropriate for City Council to weigh
this option relative to the Option "A" recommendations. If City Council considers
Option "sB", the consultant recommends that it be done .within the context of the
following:
S.B.I

That City Council, Northwest Territories Justice and RCMP negotiate an
agreement to merge the Management and Supervision of Bylaw Safety
Services within RCMP supervision.

Purpose:
Negotiations occur within two contexts. One is on the basis that there is a
written agreement with the City identifying the roles and operating
conditions under which the Bylaw Safety Services Division is to function.
Secondly, the purpose of the merger is to enhance coordination of activities,
embrace Community Policing and to provide day-to-day supervision of the
Division [including complaint supervision]. It remains the right of City
Council to vary the service standards, levels and conditions of the Division.
If this negotiation is successfnl, the department FTE would reduce by two.
One Manager and Senior Officer would be removed since the supervision of
the Division will be assumed by the RCMP. The City's Director of Public
Safety would retain day-to-day responsibility for City and RCMP liaison. Six
officers and two clerical would transfer to the RCMP supervision.
Organizational Chart "sB" provides the revised structure.
s.B.2

That all of the recommendations contained in Alternative "s.A" of this
report apply to Alternative "s.B."

Purpose:
The recommendations contained in this report apply to Alternative "s.B" as
well. Simply merging the Division with RCMP will not resolve the identified
areas for improvement. Furthermore, the negotiations with the RCMP will
need to consider the areas requiring attention where it is within the Division's
authority to resolve.
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ALTERNATIVE 3.8
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ALTERNATIVE!!:Q;
BYLAW SAFETY SERVICES REVISED
/BYLAW SERVICES ONLYl

The current Municipal Enforcement Division is relatively unique to most Canadian
municipal bylaw departments. Typically, a bylaw department administers and enforces the
municipal bylaws rather than becoming involved with policing matters. As identified in this
report, this norm is changing to bylaw being integrated with municipal police departments
or RCMP, but one could argue to bring the existing department back to strictly a "City
bylaw" role.
In this scenario, the general activities and responsibilities would not include any moving
vehicle violations, disturbances, etc. and would be defmed as:

•
•

•
•
•

Parking and Parking Meters
Animal Control
General Safety and City Bylaw Enforcement
Public Bylaw Education
Licencing Administration

This narrows the role and responsibility substantially and creates the following
recommendations relative to Option "~ .C":
S.C.l

That City Council, Northwest Territories Justice and RCMP negotiate the
reassumption of moving violation and general public disturbance activities back to
the RCMP role.

Purpo111:
The RCMP do not and have indicated that. they will not enforce traffic and other
types of City bylaws such as noise, snowmobiles, etc. Reassigning these activities to
the RCMP will require high level negotiation and discussion about RCMP priorities.
The risk involved is that the City may be opening the door to paying for RCMP
services at a cost much higher than City costs [estimated at $150,000 per RCMP
Officer]. On the other hand, the City could reduce the department FTE by four
positions resulting in an estimated net cost saving of $77,700 plus operating and
capital savings. Traffic Fine revenue [$91,600 - Table BJ would be lost to the
Territorial government becauseRCMP would be responsible for traffic enforcment.
s.C.2

That the recommendations contained in Alternatives "s.A" and "s.B" of this report
that can apply to Alternative "s.C," should be implemented.

Purpo111:

....

The recommendations contained in this report apply to Option "S.C'' for the areas
remaining the responsibility of the Division. Simply downsizing the Division will not
resolve the identified areas for improvement. Furthermore, the negotiations with the
RCMP will need to consider the areas requiring attention where it is within the
RCMP' s authority to resolve.
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ALTERNATIVE 3.C

Option "sC"
[Bylaw Only]

City ofYellowknife
Division Organizational Chart

...

RCMP
Reassume
Traffic Detail

Works&
Public Safety
Committee

City Council

I

Policy &
Council Reports
I

~--------------

Director
Public Safety
Department

Total FiE
Exist.
o.s
2.0

2.5
__.§.Q

.l.QJ!

City
1\clol~strator

ll
Manager
Bylaw Safeo/
Services
Division

Director
Mgr./Sup r.
Clerical
Officers
.2.2. Totals

0 ..'1
1.0
1.6
f,Q

1.6 Clerical

.'II>

•

<
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ALTERNATIVE 3.0

This Alternative incorporates the thrust identified in Option sA [A New Era] and
creates an additional focus by reallocating the existing FTE at the current level.
This scenario allocates an Officer to address and advocate Community Policing and an
Officer to address Parking. Five Officers would be integrated within Community Policing
services to meet identified annual objectives. A wider spectrum of bylaw compliance
could be addressed with more emphasis being placed on traffic enforcement, safety issues,
school needs, etc.
The increased emphasis on Bylaw compliance should create a revenue scenario to target
the Division at an annual break-even basis. Additional costs for public relations and
reduced revenue arising from reduced infractions through Community Policing could
counter balance this target. It is understood that the primary goal is maintaining a safe
and friendly City versus revenue generation. The long-term benefit of Community
Policing could be to reduce costs and lessen the City resources necessary for
enforcement.

If the policy direction is to maintain the current level of resources, the following
recommendations relative to Option "llD" are suggested:
s.D.I That City Council endorse Organizational Chart Option "sD" relative to
Alternative ··s:'

Purpote:
The Organizational Structure flattens the organization and reallocates
personnel. One Manager is sufficient to operate the department. The
positions have been reallocated as described in the introduction to this
alternative.
s.D.2 That the recommendations contained in Alternatives "sA" and "sB" of
this report apply to Alternative "sE," and should be implemented.

Purpote:
The recommendations contained in this report apply to Option "sD" for
the areas of Division responsibility.
The balance of report
recommendations apply as well~
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ALTERNA17VE 3.0
Option "3D"
"Revised
Existing"

City of Yellowknife
Division Organizational Chart

Works&
Public Safety
Committee

City Council

I

•
Polley&
Council Reports

•
·-------------

City
Administrator

Director
Public Safety
Department

Total ITE

Manager
Bylaw Safety

0.3
2.0

0.3 Director
1.0 Mgr./Supr.
2.5 2.5 Clerical
6.0
7.0 Officers
' 10.8 lQl!. Totals

Services

Division

2.5 Erif. Clerk

I
1

Community
Llason Officer

t
<

5
Enforcement
Officers

1

Parking
Enforcement
Officer
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VI RECOMMENDA710NS

Estimated Restructuring Savings
Option "sA" Option 11 8C" Option "sD"
$
$
$

Management & Supervision
Officers
Clerical
Training
Dog Control Contract
Public Relations [First YearJ
Lost Traffic Revenue

!Totals

68,800

148,800

20,200
(6,000)
(25,000)
(5,000)

20,200
(6,000)
(25,000)
(5,000)

53,000

133,000

68,800
91,300
20,200
(6,000)
(5,000)
(91,600)

77,700

NB:
1. Direct FTE Savings or Costs Only
2. Benefits at 25%
s. Incidental, capital and one-tinle costs not included
4. All Options require detailed analysis before implementation
5. Option "3C" assumes no increase in staff costs for dispatch services
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VI RECOMMENDA710NS

4.

Operational
Operational recommendations are those that are subsidiary to or are additional
changes that should be considered in conjunction with the overall thrust of the
various Alternatives that may be implemented. Some recommendations will
imp~ove or provide more effective administration, security or enforcement
services.

4.1.

Parking
4.1.1

That individnal parking meters be numbered.

Purpose:
Infractions now require an Officer to provide a great deal of detail
to describe the location of a meter violation. Numbering will
reduce the time and reduce the potential for error in the written
location description. [The consultant understands that the
Division is preparing to complete this task].
4.1.2

That Infraction Books security and issuance be controlled.

Purpou:
An audit trail of Infraction Books is required. A data base should
be created recording the numbers, securing the books prior to
issuance, recording books issued and to whom, the return of
completed books and the reconciliation by computer data base.
4.1.3

That the collection and counting of parking meter coins be
improved.

Purpose:
Coin collection occurs on a Sunday or holiday when meters are
not in operation. Collection involves two Officers. Meter coins
discharge into a bucket and the money is later delivered to a local
business for sorting, counting and payment to the City. The
Division should acquire a secure discharge bag, reduce the
collection to one Officer making the collections and arrange
delivery the same day to a local fmancial institution for counting
·~
and reimbursement.
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4.

Operational (Cont'd)
4.1.4

That the City consider installing "Ticket Dispensing Machines"
in lien of parking meters.
·

Purpou:
Machines are an attractive alternate to parking meters and reduce
collection time and maintenance. The machines reduce parking
meter clutter by reducing the number of parking meters per
machine by eight to ten parking meters. These could be a
solution to areas where expansion of meters was planned or
replacements for old meters [see news article in appendix].
4.1.5

That the City may consider either Meter Cadets or a private
contract to patrol parking meters.

Purpou:
This alternative would reduce the Officer component with either
lower cost Cadets or by an external contract. Using Cadets could
be part time work or similarly by contracting out, reducing
Officers by about 1.0 FTE [15%]. The Services Analysis
Report12 indicates 2.5 FTE.
This alternative will reduce the visibility and public integration of
the Division. Since parking meter patrols provide more service
and good Community Policing integration, removing the patrol
from the Officer responsibility may not be the service level
desired.
4.!1.

Office Administration
4.2.1

That a centralized computer database be implemented to record
Division activities.

Purpose:
Many office functions are manual, duplicated or entered into a
word processing format. The ticket system, however is computer
supported and an efficient system. By installing a generic off-theshelf data base, many o~ce routines can be computerized ranging
from standard format letters, names and addresses, tracking
complaints, occurrences; Officer utilization, etc. Officers could
enter their own information as well when responding to requests
and occurrences.
12Ibid
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4.

Operational (Cont'd)
4.2.2

That a centralized, tape recorded communication, CEPIC access
and dispatch system be created.

Purpote:
An integrated telephone, radio or cellular system and CEPlC

access should be utilized to increase coordination of public
requests or complaints and increase Officer safety.
A
knowledgeable dispatcher should prioritize calls according to the
priority system recommended in this report, mediate calls that
can be resolved by telephone, dispatch an Officer when necessary,
refer calls to other departments or agencies, search CEPIC in
response to Officer queries in the field and monitor the electronic
recording equipment. The dispatcher would update and maintain
the electronic data base for fmal clearance and statistical purposes.
The dispatcher would also liaise and link information and updates
to RCMP, fire division, pumphouse and other departments
depending upon the circumstances. It would be expected that
RCMP, pumphouse and other agencies would update the Division.
RCMP detatchments have permitted "security clearance" and
some Bylaw Officers have clearance or access through clerical
staff.

4.S.

Traffic
4.S.l

That the City consider creating an external towing contract.

Purpote:
Towing response times and availability can be a problem at times.
A towing contract with a local towing company would establish
service conditions to address traffic and response time needs of the
Division.
4.S.2

That a system be established to collect ticket penalties before
impounded vehicles are released.

Purpou:
·.!)r

An impounded vehicle' can be released before the ticket and
penalties are paid to the':City. A procedure should be put in place
to have all arrears paid before an impounded vehicle is released to
minimize further summoning and court activity.
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4.

Operational (Cont'd)
4.S.S

That the City consider the merits of photo radar and if
determined to be acceptable, approach the Northwest Territorial
government to amend legislation to allow the use of photo radar.

Purpou:
The consultant's fmdings indicate that the RCMP will not be
enforcing traffic and speeding violations. Traffic enforcement is a
major concern ranging from levels of service being: just right,
more and less. Particular concern exists for traffic enforcement in
school zones. This recommendation is made relative to integrated
Community Policing service delivery measures, a representation
of one more tool to help in maintaining a safe community and
the advantages of the equipment.
Advantages of photo radar are numerous:

•
•
•
•

•

All vehicles passing through a speed control zone
are monitored vs. Officer directed
Removes the potential danger of stopping moving
vehicles and the interaction with drivers
Contemporary acceptance of a reasonable way to
monitor traffic
Advance warning of speed enforcement is given to
the media
Enforcement tolerance can be varied to suit
locations. eg school zone tolerance may be lower
than highway locations
Efficient issuance of traffic tickets by computer
linksU and delivery by mail to the owner of
vehicles
Equipment pricing is under $80,000 or companies
will offer a turnkey scenario with equipment and
administration at $15.00 per ticket.

13Bellamy Software, John Learn; August 1995
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4.

Operational (Cont'd)
4.3.4

That the Public Works and Engineering Department review and
consider bringing signage standards for the Central Business
District [CBDJ and School Zones up to the RTAC [Roads
Transportation Association of Canada].

Purpou:
Through field observation and feedback, the signage in the areas
described should be reviewed and updated to meet RTAC
standards. Signage in the CBD varies in colour, size, location,
spacing etc. Parking and directional signage needs to be clear and
consistent to inform a driver entering the CBD area particularly
for parking direction.
School Zones pose a particular interest and concern unto
themselves. Community interest is to ensure safe and controlled
zones exist. The Enforcement Division represents a positive and
proactive partnership with school safety, patrols and speed
control. However, on-site signage and markings could be
improved with larger signage, advance warnings about zones,
radar speed enforcement, pavement markings, etc. Where
particular problems exist, speed bumps may need to be installed as
well.

.,
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VI RECOMMENDATIONS

4.

Operational (Cont'd)
4.4

Divi1ion Skill•
4.4.1

That the Bylaw Safety Services Division conduct enforcement
practices where the education and training of the personnel
reflect the required level of expertise to act.

Purpou:
Regulation and enforcement of certain activities require a level of
expertise. In areas which hold the potential of concern for public
safety, there is a requirement to have technical knowledge to
evaluate if a situation poses a public safety risk. The Division
requires sufficient instruction to make a discretionary decision to
enforce or not to enforce.
Actions should be limited to securing a site/ scene as first
responders to a site/scene. City personnel with specific technical
knowledge or external resources with special training should
address the public safety risk. Examples would include dangerous
roads and open excavations - Engineering/Public Works;
hazardous substances and dangerous goods - Fire; dangerous
building practices - Building Inspection.

·.~
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4.

Operational (Cont'd)
4.4.2

That the Bylaw Safety Services Division be authorized to retain
independent contractors with the capability of resolving
dangerous or hazardous situations as conditions are
encountered.

Purpose:
The Division may be assigned the responsibility for enhancing
public safety and meeting City legal requirements that the
Division may not have adequate resources to respond. Examples
include dangerous dogs, mechanically unsafe vehicles and
hazardous sidewalks during winter. The Division should either
acquire the expertise and tools to perform the task, retain the
expertise and tools to perform the task or to have the
inspection/ enforcement requirements amended if possible.
Retaining certified experts for mechanical inspections on vehicles,
independent contractors to clean sidewalks and contracting an
animal control agent to capture dangerous dogs wonld allow the
City to require these independent agents to hold the City
harmless. It will also allow the City to promptly move towards
resolving dangerous or hazardous conditions. [Currently the city
of Yellowknife retains independent contractors to maintain
hazardous sidewalk conditions during winter.]

·.~
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APPENDIX]
AUTHORI1YIQ ENFORCE BYLAWS AND LEGISLATION

The Northwest Territories Territorial Police Service Agreemen.t dated April 1, 1992 states:
Article 2.2

Those Members who form part of the Territorial Police
Service shall:
a) perform the duties of peace officers; and
b) render such se~ices as are necessary to:

i) preserve the peace, protect life, and prevent
crime and offences against the laws of Canada
and the Territories, etc.

ii) execute all warrants and perform all duties
and services in relation thereto that may,
under the laws of Canada or the Territories, be
executed and performed by peace officers.
Article 2.3

The Territorial Police Service shall not be required to
perform any duties or provide any services which are not
appropriate to the efficient and effective delivery of police
services in the Territories.

Article 2.4

The Minister, in consultation with the Commanding Office,
may require the Territorial Police Service from time to time
to provide assistance or special expertise temporarily to other
police agencies in the Territories.

Article 9.2

For the purposes of this. Agreement, no area shall be deemed
to be a Municipality and the entire Territory shall remain
within the jurisdiction of the Territorial Police Service, unless
the Minister requests otherwise.

This agreement states that there is only one police force in the Northwest Territories,
namely the RCMP. Unless there is Ministerial direction, delegation to another agency to
perform policing service is not provided for by agreement or legislation.
The City of Yellowknife Bylaw No. S5S6, passed ~arch 25, 1991, and the amending Bylaw
passed January II, 1995, setting forth the authority of the Bylaw Officers, pursuant to
Section 172 of the Cities, Towns, and Villages Act R.S.N.W.T., 1988 c.C-8. The bylaw
authorizes the enforcement staff to enforce the Bylaws of the City of Yellowknife. This
authority does not grant powers to the Municipal Enforcement Division to act as a Police
Officer or as a Peace Officer to enforce Territorial or Government of Canada legislation
except as provided for under Section 172.

8804,
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AUTHORfTYTO ENFORCE BYLAWS ANDLEG/SLAnON

Authority under Section 172 states:
"Every bylaw officer is an officer as defmed in the Motor Vehicles Act and
shall enforce that Act and the All-Terrain Vehicles Act."
Section 818(8) of the Motor Vehicles Act states:
"A person appointed by a council to enforce the bylaws of a municipal
corporation may perform the duties and exercise the powers of a motor
vehicle officer only within that municipality."
The City of Yellowknife has authorized the Municipal Enforcement Division's activities in
Motor Vehicle enforcement by providing the tools, vehicle mounted and portable radar
devices, to measure speed violations. The Municipal Enforcement Division is acting within
its authority by limiting its enforcement to motor vehicle actions under the Motor Vehicles
Act and. the All-Terrain Vehicles Act. It would be prudent for the City to obtain a legal
opinion regarding authority to arrest.

I. ·,
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Analysis of Activities and Revenue
%

Population

1990

1991

14,442

15,179

%

Cbg.
5.1

1992
15,483

%

Cbg.
2.0

1993
16,132

%

Cbg.
4.

1994
16,691

% '94 %'94

Cbg. to '90 to '9
3.5

16

10

TABLE ".A" .Adiv "ty
%

Activity
Parking
Occurrences
Licenses
Summons

Motor Vehicles
Dog Control
Violations
Total

1990

1991

12,579
3,398

11,774
5,079

1,886
1,356
986
413
46
20,664

2,088
2,062
706
352
201

%

Cbg.
-!
49
11
52
-28

-15
33
8

22,262

1992
12,519
6,772
2,204
2,345
1,325
384

%

<llg.
6
33

6

1993

% 194 %'94
Cbg. to '90 to 19
%

Cbg.

1994
10,774
6,823

-20

3,315
2,765
1,538
302

II

76

59

8
-24

104

-5

-IC

251

-10

-27
446

34
lli
-14

8

25,768

-8

25

13,428
6,307

-1

7

2,981

35

I

2,569

310

88
9
54

2,015
318
279

10
52
-17

25,859

16

27,897

8

-14
101

56

-8
34

25
16

TABLE "B" R..enve
Activity
Business Licensing
Parking Permits
Parking Tickets
Traffic
Snowmobile
Dog Control
Misc. Fines
Total

% % 194 %'94
Cbg. to '90 to 19

$

$

%

$

%

$

%

$

1990

1991

Cbg.

1992

Cbg.

1993

Cbg.

1994

165,000

168,+00

2

171,500

2

194,900

I~

217,600

12

32

29

78,200

95,000
163,000
46,700

21

101,800

7

150,000

186,900
183,200

25

139
3

97

-26

188,000
82,100

47
22
36

44

96

6,900
26,100
300

7,400
27,000

7
3

27,000
26,200

43

25 291
-9
0
-8 1867

26
-3

1,600

9,000
33,000
4,900

517,800

509,100

-

590,300

177,800
63,500

-

54

15 229,500
76

111,300

22
22

21,600
28,700
6,+00

140
-13

31

5,900

16 742,+00

26

738,+00

206

91,600

-20
-18

-I

43

u

26
45
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TABLE A

Analysis of ActiTJities
Table "A"
%

Activity
Parking
Occurrences
Licenses
Summons
Motor Vehicles
Dog Control
Violations
Total

%

Chg.

I992

I990

I99I

I2,579
3,398
I,356
986
4I3
46

II,774
5,079
2,088
2,062
706
352
20I

52
-28
-I5
337

I2,5I9
6,772
2,204
2,345
I,325
384
310

20,664

22,262

8

25,859

I,BB6

-!
49
II

%

%

Chg.
6

33

I993
13,428
6,307
2,98I
2,569
2,0I5

Chg.
7
-7

9
54

279

35
IO
52
-I7
-IO

I6

27,897

8

6
H
88

3IB

I994

%'94 % '94

Chg. to '90 to '9I

I0,774
6,823
3,3I5
2,765
I,538
302
25I

-20
8
II
8

-I4
IOI
76
I04

34
59

25,768

-8

-24

56

liB

-5
-IO

-27
446

-I4
·. 25

-8

25

I6

3~

The acttvtty levels shown in the table reflect in a proportional manner the observed
activities. The emphasis on enforcement activity was directed towards parking and traffic
[motor vehicles]. The Division makes a concerted effort to record, investigate and resolve, if
applicable, all contacts with the City.
Telephone calls, connter inquiries, letters, staff comments, etc. were all seen as avenues to
initiate an occurrence. When Bylaw Officers were not on meter patrol, traffic enforcement
or responding to animal complaints, the Division personnel were attending to occurrence
issues on a prioritized basis. The content of the Division's documented procedures manual
also emphasizes in a very prescriptive manner the City's expectations in the various
enforcement activity areas.
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TABLE A

Analysis of Activiti6s
General Note: In

1991

the standardization of statistical reporting was initiated.
Graph#I
City of Yellowknife Parking Violations
1990 Through 1994

1990

1991

1992

1998

1994

Parking violations include parking meter and illegal parking tickets.
Indicates decline in violations from 1991 to 1994 of s%. In communities where consistent,
continuous enforcement of parking meters oc~rs, the volume of violations decline.
Corresponding to the decline in volume of vio)ation citations, an increasing level of
compliance is achieved as evidenced by the incd,asing dollar value of parking permits
purcltased.
The Yellowknife program requires at least one round of meter enforcement for each Bylaw
Officer shift, a consistent and continuous program of meter enforcement.
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TABLE A

Graph#2

City of Yellowknife Occurrences
1990 Through 1994

1990

1991

1992

1998

1994

Occurrrences include all occurrences.
Indicates an increase in incidents requiring investigation and action by Bylaw Officers. The
34% increase from 1991 to 1994 is consistent with the emphasis within the Division to
record/investigate all contacts made with the City~garding complaints and concerns.
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Graph#s

City of Yellowknife Licences
1990 Through 1994

~000

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

1990

1991

1992

199~

1994

Licences include snowmobile licences, snowmobile course, dog licences, and business licences.
Encompasses all elements required to be licenced including businesses, dogs, taxis and
snowmobiles (ATV). From 1991 to 1994 there was an increase of 59% in individual
elements that were licenced. This demonstrates a diligent and continuous effort by the
Division. This activity also indicates that the major increase occurred in 1993.
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Graph#4

City of Yellowknife Summons
1990 Through 1994

s,ooo
2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0
1990

1991

1992

1995.

1994

Summons include summons processed, summons served.
Indicates a S4% increase in summons actioned in the period 1991 to 1994. The increase in
summons activity is reflected in the very high clearance rate of all tickets issued by the
Division. It also reflects that between 9% to ll% of all enforcement actions results in a
summons being processed. A summons action is initiated when voluntary payment of a
ticket does not occur.
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City of Yellowknife Motor Vehicle Violations
1990 Through 1994
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Motor vehicle violations include municipal traffic violations, Vehicle Act offences, and ATV
offences.

Reflects enforcement actions by the Division under Territorial Legislation and Municipal
Bylaws. The 118% increase in activity in the period 1991 to 1994 correlates to the
refocussing of RCMP resources during this period.
RCMP enforcements have been concentrated on criminal code violations. This is consistent
with information provided during interviews. It also confirms that the Division is fllling the
void created by RCMP redeployment of their resoi#"Ces.
'
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City of Yellowknife Dog Control
1990 Through 1994
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Dog control includes dogs impounded and dogs destroyed.
Incorporates the number of dogs impounded and dogs destroyed. The 14% decrease in the
period 1991 to 1994 might be somewhat misleading as the number remains approximately
one dog control action per day. The fact that the number of dogs impounded/destroyed is
decreasing while the population and presumably dog population is increasing indicates a
consistent enforcement program is in place.
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City of Yellowknife Violations
1990 Through 1994
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Violations include dogs, garbage, snow removal and other charges.
Indicates an enforcement action related to a bylaw other than activities associated with
parking, motor vehicles, dog control or licencing. In absolute numbers there IS
approximately one bylaw violation resulting in enforcement each working day of the year.
Another view of this activity is that 96% of all occurrences investigated and actioned by the
Division are resolved without tickets/penalties \"'ing imposed. Two conclusions can be
drawn from this statistic.
Firstly, there is a very high level of interaction between citizens of Yellowknife and the
Division which may not be required as there are very few tickets issued. Secondly, the
Division is able to deal with a high percentage of citizen calls/concerns and achieve either
voluntary compliance or resolution of a problem.
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Table "B"
Activity
Business Licensing

Parking Pennits
Parking Tickets
Traffic
Snowmobile
Dog Control
Misc. Fines
Total

$
1990

$
1991

165,000
78,200
177,800

168,400
95,000
16S,OOO
46,700
7,4<00

-I

171,500
101,800
188,000

-2f
7

82,100
9,000

soo

27,000
I 600

4SS

517,800

509,100

-

6S,500
6,900
26,100

%

O.g.
2
21

$
1992

s ss,ooo
4900
590,SOO

%

O!g.

$
199S

194,900
150,000
15 229,500
76 lll,SOO
22
21,600
2
7

28,700
22
206
6400
16 742,400

%

Otg.

$
1994

H 217,600
47 186,900
22 18S,200
91,600
S6
140 27,000
-IS 26,200
Sl
5 900
26 7S8,400

%

%194 %'94

O.g. to '90 to '91
12
25
-20
-18
25
-9

S2
IS~

s

29
97

44
291

12
9
265

0
-8 1867
-I
4S

269
45

-l

Revenue for the Division is generated primarily through licencing act1v1t1es, parking
enforcement activities and traffic enforcement activities. This table clearly identifies that the
Division is not prinlarily a "bylaw enforcement" but is a "police service." The typical bylaw
enforcement revenues of dog control and bylaw fmes represents approximately 4% of the
total revenue attributed to the Division's activities.
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City of Yellowknife Revenue Licences
1990 Through 1994
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Licences include business, snowmobile and dogs.
Represents the income received by the City in all areas of licencing including business
licences, snowmobiles, taxi licences, and sundry licencing areas. The yield per licence in 1991
was approximately $124, 1992 was $78 and in both 1998 and 1994 approximately $65.
This yield review suggests that many of the increased licencing activities have been
associated with lower licencing fees.
·~
This activity review also indicates that the high capture rate of licences has been retained as
evidenced by a 11% volume increase in licencing activities and a 12% dollar increase between
years 1998 and 1994. The trend over the period 1991 to 1994 demonstrates an active and
diligent program which will, in upcoming years if maintained at its current level of
enforcement, result in a flattened volume and revenue pattern.
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City of'Yellowknif'e Revenue Parking
1990 Through 1994
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Parking includes parking permits and parking tickets.
Represents the revenue received by the City from the sale of all nature of parking permits
issued by the City. Over the period of 1991 to 1994 a growth in revenue of 97% is indicated.
If there is no other indicator in place, this activity confirms that the parking meter
enforcement program is successful.
There is a direct correlation between the income from permits and parking tickets issued, an
expected relationship. In 1992 and 1998, the number of parking violations issued increased
between 6%- 7%. The following years the revenue received for issued permits grew.
Also represents the revenue received from all enforcement actions involved with parking
violation citations being issued. The obvious relationship between number of tickets issued
and revenue realized is shown in Tables A and B. The yield per ticket issued was: 1991 $18.85; 1992- $15.00; 1998- $17.10; and 1994- $17.00.
This yield per ticket over the period reinforces the'fresults of the diligent meter enforcement
program and the very high ticket payment compliance rate achieved by the Division.
As the revenue from permits continues to increase there will be a resultant reduction in
parking ticket revenue. There remains potential for a higher frequency of meter patrol
which will achieve higher parking violation incidents and a corresponding increase in
revenue.
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City of Yellowknife Revenue Traffic
1990 Through 1994
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Traffic includes all Municipal Enforcement Division traffic tickets.
Represents the revenue received from all enforcement actions involved with moving vehicle
violations under the City's Bylaws and authority granted for enforcement under the
Territorial Government's Motor Vehicle Act. As expected, the revenue tracks the volume of
enforcement actions detailed in Table A.
In the period 1991 to 1994 the revenue increaser by 96% corresponding to an increased
number of violations of 118% during that same period. The yield per ticket issued was: 1991
- $66.15; 1992 - $61.95; 1993 - $55.25 and 1994 - $59.55. The five year yield per traffic
violation was $60.15. [NB. The statistics do not include Territorial Highway Infractions,
Vehicle registrations, etc. which amounted to $19,000 in 1994 and transferred to the
Territorial government].
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City of Yellowknife Revenue Snowmobile
1990 Through 1994
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Represents the revenue received from all snowmobile courses and snowmobile registrations.
The growing revenue over the reporting period confirms the Division's objectives of actively
enforcing requirements for licencing. In upcoming years it is expected that the revenue
growth pattern will flatten, assuming the current level of enforcement is maintained.

-.~
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City of Yellowknife Revenue Dog Control
1990 Through 1994
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Represents the income received by the City for dog licences and dog fmes. Over the period of
1991 to 1994 the dog enforcement program dealt with an average of one dog per day. While
there is an absolute decline in enforcement actions of 50, which represents a 14% decline
from 1991 to 1994, the revenue generated remained relatively constant. The restructuring
options identifY contracting dog control. That option suggestS that the operating costs
would approach $25,000/ annum. This is very close to the revenue the existing program
generate.
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City of Yellowknife Revenue Miscellaneous
1990 Through 1994
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Reflects the income realized by the City for enforcement actions of all other bylaws
excluding parking, traffic, all-terrain vehicles, licencing and dog control. In the period of
1991 to 1994 the generated revenue increased by almost 270% but represented only $4,300,
increasing from $1,600 to $5,900. This statistic clearly identifies that the Division's focus is
not on typical bylaw enforcement. The yield per violation was: 1991- $7.95; 1992- $15.80;
1993 - $22.95 and 1994 - $23.50. Investigation was not conducted to determine why the
average yield increased for each enforcement action over the period.

·'f'
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Overview
This chart represents the activities of ten participating communities in the areas of
involvement administered by the Municipal Enforcement Division of the City ofYellowlmife.
The reported activity levels for each of the ten communities was supplied by senior officials
of those communities.
It is important to note that a standard defmition of activity which described the yellowlmife
enforcement activities was provided to guide in the assembly of data for reply. Upon receipt
of reply, data elements were confrrmed with those communities when the data appeared to be
significantly different from expectations or from comparison with other benchmark
communities.
The information presented in Chart #2 identifies that each community undertakes
enforcement programs which match the political, social and economic factors within their
own community. Each of the ten communities dedicated various levels of resource towards
enforcement of activities providing for enforcement by bylaw and/or legislation.
While comparison with other communities is possible using the standard defmition of
activity approach, it is essential to note that the best comparison of a community's
programming is a review or comparison against itself over a period of time.
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Graph #14 [Tables A & OJ

1994 Municipal Enf'orceDlent: Division Bencln:n.ark
Population Per Enforcement Personnel
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Enforcement Personnel includes supervision, constables and clerical.
Compares the number of citizens within the selected communities per Bylaw Enforcement
employee [Full-Time Equivalent - FTEJ. Yellowknife, Whitehorse and Prince Rupert have
one enforcement employee per 1,600 to 1,850 citizens. At the other end of the spectrum,
Kamloops, Prince Albert and Hinton have one enforcement employee per 7,500 to 9,SOO
citizens. Prince George, Grand Prairie and Wood Buffalo have taken the median level of
enforcement personnel per citizen of the benchmark communities with one per s,550
citizens. Applying the median level to Yellowknife indicates that approximately twice the
number of enforcement staff per unit of population exists in Yellowknife to those median
communities.
Also reflects the total number of personnel involved in enforcement activities. Enforcement
personnel include RCMP, local police, Bylaw personnel and clerical staff. Excluding Parkland
County which Has a very different type of policing arrangement form all other benchmark
communities, the average benchmark community had one enforcement personnel for every
455 citizens.
·.!ji<

Prince Rupert has the highest level of community enforcement at one per SS2 people.
Yellowknife, Prince George and North Battleford have more enforcement personnel than the
median communities. Whitehorse, Prince Albert and Grande Prairie were close to the
median community level of enforcement personnel per citizen.
Yellowknife has one enforcement personnel for every 410 citizens, one RCMP and support
clerical staff for every 548 citizens and one RCMP officer for every 6SO citizens.
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Graph #15 [I'able B]
1994 Municipal Enforcement Division Benchmark
Enforcement Actions Per Capita
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Compares the number of enforcement actions taken by the Bylaw Enforcement employees
per citizen. Prince George is the most active enforcement group with l.SS enforcement
actions per citizen. This activity in Prince George is particularly evident in its parking
enforcement program.
Yellowknife has the next most active enforcement group with 1.10 enforcement actions per
citizen. The statistical median of the benchmark communities is 0.71 enforcement actions
per citizen, similar activity level to Whitehorse'J1md North Battleford. Yellowknife has
approximately 60% more enforcement actions per citizen than the median community
'
activity level.
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Graph #16 [Tables C & DJ
1994

Municipal Enforcement Division Benchmark
Expenditures/Revenues Per Bylaw FTE
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Compares the expenditures of each benchmark community per Bylaw Enforcement
employee [FTEJ. Prince Albert, the highest of the benchmark communities, spends
approximately $81,000 per FTE, while Kamloops spends the least at approximately $36,000
per FTE. The median community expenditure per FTE is approximately $55,000.
Yellowknife spends $72,170, which is approximately so% more per FTE than the median
community expenditure and 22% more per FTE than Whitehorse.
Also compares the revenues generated for each Bylaw Enforcement employee [FTEJ. It
must be noted that there is a wide variance in the penalty structure/fmes within the
benchmark communities. A Bylaw Employee [FT£Jin Prince Albert generates $150,250 or
$1.86 of revenue per dollar of expenditure; wher~as a Bylaw Employee [FTEJ in Prince
Rupert generates $3,275 or $0.06 of revenue per dollar of expenditure.
The median community revenue generated per FTE is approximately $58,000. Yellowknife
generates $70,326, which is approximately 21% more revenue per FTE than the median
community revenue. The median community generates $1.05 of revenue per dollar of
expenditure. Yellowknife generates $0.97 of revenue per dollar of expenditure.
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Graph #17 [Table EJ
1994 Municipal Enforcement Division Benchmark
Parking Infractions Per Bylaw FTE
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Compares the number of parking infractions issued per Bylaw Enforcement employee.
Prince Albert has a very high level of parking infractions issued per FTE with around 8,800;
Grande Prairie, North Battleford and Prince George average around 3,400 infractions per
FTE, while Yellowknife and Whitehorse issue around 1,026 infractions per FTE.
Not every benchmark community has a parking enforcement program. The median
community with a parking enforcement program issued 2,600 infractions per FTE or
approximately 2.5 times the issuance rate of Yell owknife Bylaw Enforcement personnel.

·'f'
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1994 Municipal Enforcement Division Benchmark
Traffic Infractions Per Bylaw FTE
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Compares the number of traffic infractions issued per Bylaw Enforcement employee. Two of
the benchmark communities do not have employees involved at any level in traffic
enforcement. Two additional benchmark communities restrict traffic enforcement of
overloaded vehicles to Bylaw Enforcement employees.
Of the remaining communities, Grande Prairie has the most active enforcement of 927
infractions per Bylaw Enforcement FTE. Typically the larger the community the more
active the enforcement program. Yellowknife Bylaw Enforcement personnel issued 146
traffic infractions per FTE, which is approximately 30% more infraction notices per
employee than the comparable employee in Whitehorse.
~c
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1994 Municipal Enforcement Division Benchmark
Expenditures Per RCMP Officer & RCMP Clerical
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•Clerical\

Two tables provide information on the average cost to the community ·which has RCMP
providing the municipal police force. This average cost represents approximately 70% of the
total cost per officer and 100% of the total cost of applicable clerical support staff.
For RCMP officers the total cost includes salaries, benefits, motor vehicles, communication
networks, detachment housing cost, administrative support from Division, etc. The clerical
support staff costs ranged from a portion of one individual's salary and benefits to salaries,
benefits and an allocation of administrative support from Division.

'f
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Graph #20 [Tables I & J]
1994

Municipal En£orcem.ent Division Bencht:nark
Bylaw Revenue/Expenses Per Person
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•Revenue

Represents the amount per c1t1zen of the community spent on Bylaw Enforcement
programming. This is an indicator of the economic resources of the local government per
capita dedicated to enforcement of local bylaws or ordinances.
Yellowknife spends $45 per capita; Whitehorse, Prince Rupert and Parkland County spends
approximately $52 per capita. The median community spends approximately $16 per capita
for enforcement of local bylaws.
On a broad comparison basis, Yellowknife spends $5 per capita for every $1 per capita spent
by median communities and for every $2 per capita spent by Whitehorse, Prince Rupert and
Parkland County on bylaw enforcement.
Also represents the amount of revenue generated per citizen of the community which is
realized through Bylaw Enforcement actions. The median community generates $16.75 per
capita. The larger centers such as Grande Prairie, Jfrince George and Wood Buffalo generate
approxinlately $25.00 per capita.
·
Yellowknife generates $45 per capita. Ticket and Bylaw Enforcement revenue can be viewed
by citizens as another form of taxation. If that view is held by citizens of Yellowknife, the
average citizen of the community is paying approximately $2.50 for every $1.00 in the
typical benchmark community in fmes, fees, licences, permits, etc.
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Graph #21 [Table KJ
1994 Municipal Enforcement Benchmark
Parking Infractions Per Person
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Focuses upon the number of parking infraction tickets/citations issued by Bylaw
Enforcement employees per citizen of the community. Prince George has the most
aggressive parking enforcement program, issuing 1.20 tickets per capita, followed by Prince
Albert at 1.08 tickets per capita. Yellowknife, Whitehorse and North Battleford issue
approximately 0.68 tickets per capita. These three communities represent the median
community issuance level.
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1994 Municipal Enforcement Division Benchmark

Traffic Infractions Per Person
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Identifies the number of traffic infraction tickets/ citations issued by Bylaw Enforcement
employees per citizen of the community. As noted in Table F, two benchmark communities
do not have employees involved in any level of traffic enforcement and two additional
communities are involved in overloaded vehicle enforcement only.
Grande Prairie enforcement personnel issue 25 tickets per 100 citizens, Yellowknife issues 9
tickets per 100 citizens and Whitehorse issues 6.5 tickets per 100 citizens. [This table, when
reviewed in isolation from other data, is misleading; in most of the benchmark communities
RCMP undertake traffic enforcement. The RCMP statistics were not assembled as part of
this evaluation].
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1994 Municipal Enforcement Division Benchmark

RCMP & RCMP Clerical Expenditures Per Person
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•Clerical\

Identifies the cost per citizen of the community for RCMP and RCMP Clerical services to
police these communities. The typical benchmark community with RCMP as policing
services pays approximately $120 per citizen for that service. That compares with the
average benchmark community that spends approximately $16 per citizen for Bylaw
Enforcement services.
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INTERVIEWS DISCUSSIONS CONTACTS
July August 1995

City Council [5]
Lovell, David; Mayor
Dalton, John; Alderman, Chair Works & Public Safety Committee
Peplow, Dick; Alderman, Works & Public Safety Committee
Williams, Merlyn; Works & Public Safety Committee
Spence, Ruth; Alderman, Chair Community Services Committee
City Staff [16]
Bachman, Brent; Constable
Callioux, Coral; City Clerk
Campbell, Perry; Constable
Cox, Gil; Manager Municipal Enforcement Division
F arrest, Vi; Licensing Clerk
Gillard, Douglas; Constable
Hlady, Scott; Constable
Kronstal, Joe; Director Finance

Lagore, Doug; City Administrator
Levert, Dan; Director Public Works & Engineering
Michel, Barb Ticket Clerk
Nicken, Dave; Director Public Safety
Sime, Dean; Constable
Solowy, Jeannine; Enforcement Clerk
Trottier, Wade; Constable
Webber, Larry; Senior Constable
Local Officials [15]
Avison, Don; Deputy Minister NT Justice
Ballantyne, Mike; MLA
Brooks, Executive Director, NT Chamber of Commerce
Davies, Leonard, Director, NT Justice
Girardin, Bernie; Corporate Services Superintendent, School District No. 2
Grundy, Dave, Staff Sergeant, Detachment Commander, RCMP
Gullberg, Ed; City Solicitor
Ledoux, Roland; Acting Superintendent Sc,!wol District No. I
McDonald, Richard, Director, MVD, NT T;imsportation
Moffat, Paul; Corporal RCMP
::
Ramsden, Dave; Deputy Minister, NT Municipal & Community Affairs
Scillaker, George; Inspector RCMP
Walsh, Gary, Assistant Director/Deputy Registrar, MVD, NT Transportation
White, Vern; Sergeant RCMP
Wyman, Elizabeth, President Chamber of Commerce
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External Contacts [9J
Annich, Michele; Solicitor, Brownlee Fryett
Dick, Bev; Past President, Bylaw Enforcement Officers Association of Alberta
Dunster, Robert; Assistant Deputy Minister, Public Security Division, Alberta Justice
Falconar, Hugh; Falconar Insurance Associates Ltd.
Fulford, Doug; Fulford & Associates Ltd.
Hicks, David; Solicitor, Brownlee Fryett
Hodgins, Dave; Deputy Chief, City of Edmonton Fire Department
Learn, John; Bellamy Software Ltd.
McDermid, Don; Superintendent K Division RCMP
Slade, Sid; Inspector K Division RCMP
Benchmark Communities [llJ
Responding:
Grande Prairie, City; AB.
Hinton, Town; AB.
Parkland County; AB.
Wood Buffalo, Municipality [Ft. McMurray]; AB.
Kamloops, City; BC.
Prince Rupert, City; BC.
Prince George, City; BC.
North Battleford, City; SK.
Prince Albert; City; SK.
Yell ow knife, City; NT.
Whitehorse, City; YK.
Others Requested:
City of Lloydminster, AB.
City ofWetaskiwin, AB.
City of Dawson Creek, BC. [Received late]
City of Fort St. John, BC.
City of Kamloops, BC.
City ofWilliams Lake, BC.
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REFERENCE MATERIALS
Public Management • July 1998
Community Policing - page 2-8
Ten Community Based Duties/Responsibilities for Residents, etc.
Public Management • September 1998
Citizen Participation in Local Government
The Use of Rewards and Incentives- page 11-15.
Public Management • April1994
Volunteers in Local Government
Partners in Service- page 6-9.
1995 Budget • Operations and Maintenance/Capital December 14, 1994
Community Profile- page ll-13
Staffmg - page 26-29
Directorate- Public Safety- page 71-73
Municipal Enforcement - page 83-87
Capital Plan - page 149-159
Memo - Goals and Objectives associated with 1995 Budget - Operations and Maintenance
Yellowlmift 1995 • Chamber of Commerce Membership Roster
Citizen Letter • June 9, 1995
- Safety program for school children
- School patrol program
Peplow Campaign Poster • Areas if concern
- moving traffic violations handled by bylaw
- collection of business licences, snowmobile licences, dog licences, taxi permits, parking
permits

Brownlee Fryett Bylaw Enforcement Policy Review opinion
- Court decisions often based re: liability on interpretation of policy vs operational decisions.
Policy decision immune from liability
- Enforcement practices - required/voluntary
-Training of employees/selection of employees. See page 29-32 for conclusions re: liability
Review if Bylaw Enforcement • May 1995 Brownlee Fryett
- Application of Legal Principles - Yellowknife B~w Practices page 8-11;
- Recommendations page 12-22
''
- Appendix "C' Statutes and Bylaws reviewed
::
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Section 172 Cities, Towns and Villages Act
-Authority to appoint Bylaw Officers and requirement to enforce Territorial legislation
- Where municipality has appointed Bylaw Enforcement Officers
-Each Bylaw Enforcement Officer required to enforce municipality's bylaws and provisions
of Motor Vehicles Act, All - Terrain Vehicles Act
City cifYellowknift Bylaws and Acts
All - Terrain Vehicles Act
All - Terrain Vehicle Bylaw
Bicycle Bylaw
Business Licence Bylaw
Bylaw Officers Bylaw
Dog Bylaw
Emergency Measures Bylaw
Fire and Ambulance Protection Bylaw
Firearms and Firecrackers Bylaw
Garbage Bylaw
Highway Traffic Bylaw
Livery Licence Bylaw
Motor Vehicles Act
Municipal Address Bylaw
Noise Bylaw
Orderly Use of Highways Bylaw
Parking Meter Bylaw
Pedlars Bylaw
Public Works and Recreation Bylaw
Sidewalk Cleaning Bylaw
Smoking Bylaw
Snowmobile Bylaw
Street Cleaning Bylaw
Summary Conviction Procedures Act
Trap Bylaw
Vehicles on Public Property Bylaw
Water and Sewer Bylaw
City cifYelwwknift
• 1994 Annual Report
• 1993 Annual Report - page on Municipal Enforcement Division
- 24 hours 7 day/week service with 17 hours activff 7 hours standby
- 7 officers, 3 clerks, 1 manager
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City '![YeUowkn!ft • 1995 Land Demand Forecast
- Indication of housing demand increasing
- mining/diamond exploration
- 124 stick built/60 mobile homes in 1994
- Suggested population 18,000
MetlW re: Patrol Car, SnoWtlWbile Use
Standard Occurrence Inspection Report
Organization Chart and Standard Job Descriptions
Memo re: Review of Departmental Services Levels
Gil Cox to Dave Nickler: February 28/94
City ofYeUowkn!ft Financial Statements
• December s 1, 1994; page 60 Capital, page 5.'1 Revenue, page 57 Expenditures
• December .'1 1, 199.'1; page 55 Capital, page 45 Revenue, page 50 Expenditures
1994 Final Budget • Operations and Maintenance/Capital November 30, 1993
Community Profile - page 5
Staffmg- page 14-17
Capital - page 86-88
Directorate- page 15.'1-155
Municipal Enforcement- page 161-165
City ofYellowkn!ft General Plan 1994 • Public Survey
No questions asked re: Municipal Enforcement
Yellowkn!ft Economic Database
City '![Yellowkn!ft • Economic Development Strategy 1990
-Section 4.6-4.20 Community Strengths and Weaknesses
Aldermen's Bri'!fing • Activity Reports
- Limited statistical information
Works and Public Sqftty Committee Agenda May 16, 1995
- See Annex ~~c"

··tt

Council Agenda • May 23, 1995
- See page 26-27 of Agenda
- See page 59-60 of Minutes, New Business Item 104
- See page 47-49 of Minutes, Items 76 and 77
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Works and Public Sqfoty Committee Agenda • February 7, 1995

- See Annex B - RCMP Activity
- See Annex D - Public Safety Reports
Terms

<if Reference/Makeup <if Council Committees

- Council Procedure Bylaw
1994 Yellowknifo City Guide

- See pages 26-27 for explanation of municipal enforcement role
Operating Procedures • Bylaw Division

ATV Vehicles Act
Budget Procedures
Cats
Communications
Conduct/Department
Court Procedures
Dog Bites
Dog Bylaw
Duties/Functions
Emergency Response Plan
Enforcement Secondary Bylaws
Exhibits
Fire Dept. Assistance
Fire Arms
Terms/Conditions

Found Bikes
Garbage & Litter
Hours of Operation
Illegal Parking
Internal Filing System
Large Vehicle Control
Legal Assistance
Noise Complaints
D.C. Spray
Complaint Reporting
Parking Meter Enforcement
Parking Meter Repair
Office Security
Patrol Vehicle Operation

Portable Radios
Ride-A-Long
Sidewalk Clearing
Summary Offence Ticket
Statistical Report
Statutory Powers
Taxi Licence
Brokerage Licence
Taxi Chauffeurs
Renewal Chauffeurs
Warrants
Visitor Parking Pass
Vehicles & Equipment

<ifEmployment

-Manager
Terms and Conditions of Employment for Managerial Employees
Employment Bylaw Municipal Enforcement Division

Separate bylaw setting of terms of employment for bylaw enforcement personnel
Collective Agreement with PSAC Local X0345

Bylaw Ticket Clerk- Range S
Bylaw Clerk- Range 4
Bylaw Licence Clerk- Range 4
Enforcement Division Annual Statistics • 1990-1994 inpfuive
Enforcement Division Monthry Statistics • Jan to May liJ95
Police Statistics Reports
Yellowknifo I!Y-Low Policies
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Bylaw E'!forcenumt Benchmarking Surveys
How Effictive Are Your Community Services?
ICMA
MIS Report
ICMA- Volume 25/Number 5 May 1993
Baseline Data Report
ICMA- Volume 26/Number 1
Baseline Data Report
ICMA- Volume 26/Number 3
Source Book Community - Oriented Policing: An Alternative Strategy
ICMA
City if'Yellowknift Procedures
Municipal Enforcement Division
Comparative Research
Northwest Territories -Territorial Police Service Agreement April1, 1992
Selected Police Administration Clwracteristics ofMunicipal Police Departments 1993
Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics
Internet "WWW" Sites
re: Enforcement
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Mill Woods volunteers reducing crime
"We're not vigilantes. We're volunteers."

STEVEN QALLAQHER
Journal Staff Writer

-Jack Eldridge of the Mill Woods Community Patrol

Edmonton

It's.9;45 p.m. and volunteer Jack
Eldridge makes his ·way around
the Mill Woods community police
station in preparation for another
niglit patrol.
He passes out clip boards and
radios to the 20 other volunteers
who've given up their nights to act
as extra eyes and ears for police
by patrolling the streets in the
area.
Called Mill Woods Community
Patrol, the group was launched a
year ago by Edmonton police,
based on the success of a similar
patrol in Ottewell. That community has seen a 30 per cent drop in
piriperty crime since the inception of the patrol.
Eldridge and his wife Marilee,
who are the program directors,

admit there wasn't much of a
direction in the beginning.
"We were green as grass. We
weren't sure what we were looktng for," says Jack, who owns a
meat store in the area.
Today he says the patrol, which
has 80 volunteers who patrol the
streets twice a week, is more emcient in carrying out its mandate
of crime prevention and helping
police crack down on vandalism.
Vandalism to cars is down 50
per cent
On this night, the only call Jack
puts into police over his mobile
radio is that someone's garage
door is open, something which
could result in an easy theft.
He doesn't leave his car.
Whatever the situation, the

:: "'l'

patrollers are ordered to stay in
their cars.
"We're not out. here to arrest
people," says Jack. 1'We're not vigilantes. We're volunteers.
"Whatever we see isn't going to
be worth risking our personal
safety."
The biggest problem the patrol
has is spirit-of-the-moment crimes
such as vandalism to parks,
schools and cars.
"We want to get these people
just thinking a little bit before
they commit these crimes."
That includes deterring people
from drinking and driving.
Patrollers advise bar employees to encourage people to take a
cab rather than drive drunk.
To get their point across, the

patrollers wilt onen sit outside
bars to spot a potential drunk driver.
"When they come out the first
thing they see is us sitting there
with our radio. They go back
inside and call a cab," says Jack.
One ni~t, Marilee counted 50
cabs pickmg up people.
"We're not very po·pular, but the
cab companies love us."
For police, the patrol has been
helpful at a time of manpower and
budget restrictions.
"Our resources are ct>ntinuing
to be depleted," said Consl Tom
Bourassa, a catalyst behind the
patrol. "We've relied on the volunteers to assist us in reporting incidents we otherwise wouldn't have
known were going on."
Bourassa expects the patrol to
be used elsewhere. He's had
inquiries from police departments in the U.S. and in Halifax.

John Lucas. The Joanu~l

Marilee Eldridge

rm foreground} and Susan Bergunde volunteer to.., J../

help police prevent crime and curb vandalism In Mill Woods

1/1-f(P
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Volunteer mediators try to SQI.ve. RQiiJ~borhood disputes
:

..
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Starting Aug. I, the mediators will work in an
office shared with other community groups at the
Strathcona County hall annex. ·
Strathcona County is following in the footsteps of
A group of Strathcona County citizens is trying to
solve neighborhood disputes without involving several Alberta communities, including Edmonton
and Fort Saskatchewan, where mediation groups
lawyers, courts and police.
"We want to ease the workload of these formal have worked successfully.
"Edmonton has a 85-per-cent success rate," Exner
agencies," said Marlene Exner, president of the
Strathcona County Community Mediation Society. said. "That's very good."
Mediation helps peo"ll's an opportunity to comple not only solve
plement these agencies."
immediate conflicts but
Conflicts settled through
It allows people to have an
is also a good avenue to
mediation can range from
building a better comarguments about barking
independent party review what
munity, she says.
dogs, complaints about
noisy children to fights
their concerns are, bring the parties "Often times people
walk away having a
between landlords and tentogether and come to an agreement. good neighboring relaants.
tionship preserved or
The group has already
- Cpl. Dave Asp
restored which you
trained a dozen volunteer
don't always accommediators and six case
plish in court," Exner
builders, and is planning
.
said.
another workshop at the end'of Se'ptember.
Cpl. Dave Asp, community policing coordinator at
The training includes communication skills, anger
the Sherwood Park RCMP detachment, says the
management and role plays.
During the initial stage the group's work will be mediation group is a "tremendous asset to the com.
restricted to referrals from the county's bylaw munity.".. .
"It allows people to have an independent party
enforcement officers.
"We don't want to be faced with more cases than review what their concerns are, bring the parties
together and come to an agreement," Asp said.
we would adequately be able to handle," said Exner.
by Arnim Joop

. -.-
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"It helps to keep the frivolous cases out of court."
The non-profit organization needs about $3,000 to
get the program off the ground.
The group has already received a $1,800 donation
from the County Clothes Line Foundation and about
$700 from other sources including two corporate
sponsors.
"We need a few hundred dollars more to accomplish the training that we've set up," Exner said.

The Edmonton Journal, Sunday, July 23, 1995
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police build community bridges with barbecue, carnival
KERRY POWELL
Journal Staff Writer
·~

.

••

Edmonton

·!The good guys aren't that bad.
-That's what officers from the
l~th Avenue foot patrol wanted
t'O tell their neighbors at a barbe·
~ue and kids carnival Saturday.
·· They were flipping burgers and
Pa~nting faces under striped tents
i'h 'the parking lot of the foot patrol
Qfllce on the avenue at 107th Street.
• ·~tn this atmosphere, we're serving up hainburgers and hot dogs,

otaking
... J,: ..... their
oJ..~:~ pictu
~=~•··~~~
. . _.,~ ...... :... :.....b
director of the association.
...........................
tionship with businesses and resi"It gives people a different perception about police. It
faces," said Canst. Larry Bata. "It
"With some people, their first dents in the area, Bata said.
shows
them
we're
people
too.
n
gives people a different percep·
· experience with a police officer is
But many families who are new
not very pleasant and that's unfor- immigrants to Canada come from
tion about police. It shows them
- Const. Lany Bata
we're people too."
tunate. Here, kids learn he's just countries where police are
The foot patrol joined with the
like a big brother or sister. He's a feared, he said.
"You knock on their doors and
Avenue of Nations Business Asso-- behind the wheel, donned over- meeting the officers when they're guy or a gal you can approach.
ciation to host the barbecue. sized police hats and posed for the not working. His brother Ross, 10. They're here to help."
they're afraid to talk to you. Today
Local businesses donated the officer pointing the camera.
agreed.
•
"He doesn't look so scaJ11 in an is a chance for them to see police
food for about 400 people who
"It's kind of cool. I was asking apron flipping burgers," added in another light.
For kids whose families can't
dropped by,
afford to take them to Klondike them all these questions ... It's so David Dunwoodie, also of the
"If we can change the opinion of
Children towing helium balloons Days, the barbecue and carnival h.ard to be a police officer."
association.
one family, that in itself is an
lined up to get their pictures taken may be the highlight of their sum·
It's important for children to have
Four officers patrol the avenue important step. Because they'll
in a·squad car. Huge grins shone on mer, Bata said.
a positive introduction to police, between lOlst and 113th Streets. tell their friends and the word
their faces as they slipped in
Ronnie Gladue, 12. said he liked said Lorne Pendleton, executi\'e Generally, they have a good rela- will spread."·

.,.

-~·

New Mountie-on-wheels
a remote-controlled car
!>:t_;\rnitn Jo()p _

Sherwood Park Mounties have a new
tool to deliver the safety message to
children.
The detachment has bought a $9,000
remote-controlled robot car which will
be used in schools and at community
events to promote safety.
The car, which looks like a police
cruiser, is three feet long, two feet
wide, and three feet high. It weighs
about 80 pounds, has a plastic body
and can drive six kilometres per hour.
Like a real police car, It is~@'quipped
with a siren and a beacon. Its two electric motors are operated by a I 2-volt
rechargeable battery.
The robot car's operator can interact
with children from as far as I 00 feet
away through a two-way radio system.
"This interactive safety tool will be
utilized in conjunction with Buddy our
Safety Bear to deliver our important
safety messages," said Cpl. Dave Asp,
who introduced the robot car to the

pub Iic Saturday morning at the
McDonald's restaurant on Kaska Road.
"It reinforces the whole safety message and it comes from something at
the children's level." •
Sherwood Park is the first RCMP
detachment in Alberta using a robot
safety car.
"It will be utilized at community
trade fairs and other community functions," Asp said.
"We'll make appearances at the mall
and other public places. We'd like it to
become an educational toy like Buddy
Bear."
The robot car doesn't have a name
yet.
"We're planning a name contest at the
beginning of the school year," Asp
said. "All elementary students will be
invited to participate in the contest.
We're still looking for a suitable
prize."

Asp says the RCMP is hoping to
recover some of the money spent for
the robot car through community donations.
!:.'• f'.: "'"v> .f't'/1/f~

Clayton Perron, 3, appears bemused by
Kaska Road McDonald's Saturday. Cpl. Dave Asp
on.

Photo by scott Zerr

(Nuts & Bolts . .• from page 1)

police officer is posted in each store.
The police officers also are training
regular store clerks to perform the
F.A.B. {Fake, Altered, and Borrowed
ID cards) ID checks so that they can
spot phony documents. Contact:
Police Chief Gary Mikulec, 5300 N.
Marlborough, Whitefish Bay, Wis.

also receive copies of the messages in
order to stay in touch wirh public
concerns and to get a jump on the
resolution of citizen problems. The
number of the council broadcast box
is printed on the front of city council
meeting agendas and included in
periodic mailings to citizens. In addirion, citizens calling the regular city
administration phone number can be
transferred to the broadcast box. The
system lets callers know rhar city staff
also listen to messages and offers
callers the opportunity to leave private messages. The broadcast box has
proved popular wirh citizens and rhe
city council. A controversial issue can
generate several hundred messages in
a marrer of days. Comacr: Teresa
Parnude, City Administration, 39100
Liberty Sr., Fremont, Calif." 94538,

53217,4141962-3830.

Voter

The city of Nantes, France (pop.
252,000), is doubling voter regisrrarion by sending a civic bus to neighborhoods to sign up new voters.
Three monrhs prior to an election,
rhe voter registration bus makes halfday stops at markets, shopping malls,
bus terminals, and colleges. Staffed by
two municipal employees, the bus is
pre-announced by notices sent to
each household and primed in the
local press. In tandem with the mobile registration system, a hodine
provides local residents wirh instam
access to eleccorallisrs to check their
registration status or with information
on how to register the next rime the
bus is in the neighborhood. The total
cost of rhe fall 1994 operation was
$35,000. Contact: George Wynne,
Editor, Public Innovation Abroad,
Academy for State and Local Government, 444 North Capitol Sr., N .W.,
Suire 345, Washington, D.C. 20001,

5101494-4800.
POGS Build Rapport
In an effort to encourage the youth of
Greenwood Village, Colo. {pop.
8,700; Steven Crowell, city manager)
to speak and imeracr with the
community's police officers, the deparrmenr designed the GVPD POGS
program. All kids have to do is to
approach a police officer and ask for
the POGS (the colorful, flat, round
disks used in a popular kid's game).
Kids like ro collect and trade POGS,
much in the same way that baseball
cards and marbles are traded. The
results have been overwhelmingly
positive, fostering a rapport between
the kids ancj the officers. Contact:
Laird Thornton, Greenwood Village
Police Department, 6060 So. Quebec
St., Greenwood Village, Colo. 80111-

4591' 303/773-0252.
Cop in the Shop
The village of Whitefish Bay, Wis.
(pop. 14,200; Edmund Henschel,
village manager), has become
proactive in crying to deter juveniles
from purchasing alcoholic beverages.
In the Cop in the Shop Program,
plain clothes police officers periodically pose as clerks in stores selling
alcoholic beverages. A sign staring
that rhe clerk may or may not be a

ICMA Newsletter

Registration Bus

I

202/434-4851.
Waste Transfer Station
Reduces landfill Use

'

The Department of General Services
in Redwood City, Cali£ {pop.
66,000; Ed Everett, city manager),
reduced the amount of waste it landfills by approximately 85 percent. An
employee work team focusing on
quality improvements worked with
rhe city's waste services contractor to
explore creative approaches fd);berrer
waste management. The result was
the conversion of the corporarfOn
yard into a waste transfer station that
allows waste material to be processed
on site rather than at a landfill. The
program recycles construction wastes,
trash and hazardous material collected
on public rights of way, and aliromorive wastes from city vehicles. Con-

10

I

race: William Adams, Acting Public
Works Superintendent, 1400 Broadway, Redwood City, Calif. 94063,

4151780-7477.

I

Mobile Information Retrieval

In Northbrook, Ill. (pop. 32,000;
Mark Marien, village manager), rhe
fire ground commander can·access
bu~lding sire plans, street maps, and
outside databases within seconds.
Building sire plans traditionally are
kept in books in frontline vehicles,
making it difficult for the commander
to retrieve information before reaching the scene. A laptop computer and
a small inkjet printer in rhe command
vehicle allow the fire ground commander to access and print building
I sire plans in a little over a minute, on
rhe way to the scene. The information
I
then can be analyzed by rhe commander or used by a company officer
to help firefighters navigate a build' ing. The laptop's internal fax/modem
can communicate celiularly with an
outside emergency database
(TOXNEn or the village's ORACLE
relational database to get information
on hydrant flows, building risk
analysis, hazardous materials, and
emergency resources. The officer also
can query and write incident reports
or use the village's E-mail. The cost
i of the system was $4,500. Contact:
I Jay Reardon, Fire Chief, Northbrook
Fire Dept., 740 Dundee Rd., Northbrook, Ill. 60062, 708/272-2141.

I
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1\i:cket machines replace
p_arking meters downtown
JIM FARRELL
Civic Affairs Writer

Edmonton

"Most businesses love
these machines •••
They're going to get rid
of the clutter of parlcing
meters we'd ordinarily
have."

The ·humble parking meter may
become the newest casualty of the
technological revolution.
Ins~ead of installing two rows of
parltiiig meters in front of 13 new,
- City traffic engineer
angled· downtown parking spaces
Daryl Sarauer
on 103rd Avenue between 100th
and 101st streets, the city has
placed a single ticket dispensing hour rate as traditional meters.
machine on each side of the
Motorists will no longer be able
street. ·
to pull into parking spaces where
The. -machines are similar to there's time left on the meter,
those· now used in off-street park- Sarauer explained.
ing1ots.
"When you leave, your ticket
They dispense tickets which leaves with you."
show·the specific time when the
The two machines, which have
pilrlting fee- usually a dollar- built-in electronic accounting and
reporting systems, cost $10,000
was:p;.tid.
.The·tickets are supposed to be each.
disp1ayed face-up on the dashThat's about the same amount
boar(Uo prove a parking fee has as the parking meters they're
been"jlaid.
replacing.
·~Most businesses love these
They'll accept loonies or quarmachines," traffic engineer Daryl ters. A loonie will buy 48 minutes
Sarauer said Monday.
at curb side.
''They're going to get rid of the
They should be cheaper to operclutter. of parking meters we'd ate than the parking meters
ordinarily have."
they're replacing, Sarauer said.
· They'll also pick more money That's why they're popular in
out:nr:the pockets of Edmonton Europe.
.. You service only one machine
motQ'tists
-That will happen even though instead of eight or nine
the~~n" charge the same $1.25-an- machines."

John Lucas, The Journal

New parking ticket dispenser
Businesses that want to attract
customers away from suburban
shopping malls like tbe machines,
Sarauer said.
"The Downtown Business Association is looking at putting out
parking tokens that merchants
can give away as part of their
'Park in the Heart' campaign."

Mayoralty candidates stand be~ind the Lasercam
Photo radar generated almost $20'd,tlbb irf'the first half of 1995

by Arnim Joop
All four mayoral candidates say Strathcona County
should continue using photo radar to catch speeders.
Gary Willman says he would like to keep the
Lasercam, but it should be used properly.
"If you're speeding and if you get caught, especially
in residential areas, you should pay, but to use it as a
so-called cash cow is wrong," Willman said.
Willman says using the photo radar cuts down the
cost of policing.
"I would rather like to see them use the photo radar

Candidates believes Lasercam
has proven itself by slowing down
drivers and making streets safer.

..

'"'

than to have 10 or II RCMP officers on the road," he
said.
Willman says he hasn't received as many complaints about speeders as he used to since the
Lasercam was introduced in Strathcona County.
"If the people have decided they don't want it, they
will let us know," he said.
Bob McAlpine also prefers to keep using the photo
radar.
"I believe there are certain situations in which it's
appropriate, but it should not be used simply to generate revenue," McAlpine said.
If the majority of Strathcona County residents were
in favor of abolishing the photo radar, McAlpine
would support it.
"I would certainly support what the majority wants,
but we should be concentrating on safety issues," he
·said.
McAlpine says police should concentrate on high
traffic areas when using the Lasercam, but he would

.

apparently, Is here to stay.
also like to see it used at road construction sites,
because motorists violating speed limits in construction zones are endangering workers.
"It's not fair to the employees who are working
there," he said.
John Craig says the photo radar has proven to be an
efficient tool to slow down speeders.
"I think it's a very reasonable device," Craig said.
"It encourages people to obey the speed limit. Photo

radar is not a problem if you don't speed."
But Craig says police should not rely solely on the
Lasercam to catch speeding motorists.
"I don't think it's done with one device," he said.
"There are various means of enforcement."
Craig says he would be willing to review his position on photo radar if the majority of Strathcona
County residents were opposed to it.
"I would be interested what they want as an alternative," he said.
Vern Hartwell says Sherwood Park's streets are
safer since police started using photo radar last fall.
"I think it's an essential commodity for safety on
our streets, but I don't think it should be used as a
revenue generator," Hartwell said.
He says the use of photo radar cuts down on police
manpower, but he thinks drivers need to be more
educated about the device.
"A lot of people don't have a complete understanding of it," he said.
Hartwell says the use of the photo radar shouldn't
be limited to speeders.
"I would like to see it used for people running yellow lights," he said.
Doug Irwin, associate commissioner of Strathcona
County, says the county generated almost $200,000
with the photo radar in the first six months of this
year.
About 4,000 speeders were caught with the
Lasercam since its introduction last October, says
Insp. Don Harrison, commanding officer of the
Sherwood Park RCMP detachment,
He says the photo radar is mainly used in high traffic areas, like Baseline Road and Wye Road, and in
school zones.
"We utilize it anywhere we feel we have a problem," he said.
The camera is operated by Strathcona County bylaw
enforcement officers an average of two hours per
day. Speeding drivers receive a ticket by mail a couple of weeks after being photographed by the
Lasercam.
The Sherwood Park News, Thursday, July 20, 1995
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never go to trial," he
said.
Kindratsky says he
reviews the tapes at the
end of each shift.
"It's a good way to
evaluate myself," he
said. "I just want to
make sure I'm not making silly mistakes."
Insp. Don Harrison,
commanding officer of
the Sherwood Park
RCMP detachment, says
VICS is a very useful
tool to gather evidence
and protect the officers.

__Q)' Arnim Joqp ______ _
Video cameras installed
in police cruisers are an

invaluable weapon in the
battle against crime, say
local Mounties.
The Sherwood Park
RCMP detachment has
four police cars equipped
with the Video Incident
Camera System. The
camera, installed at the
windshield with a small
monitor, allows the officer to tape anything happening in front of the car
or in the car.

"It's very simple to
operate," said Const.
Jane Boehr who is using
the camera on a regular
basis.
Videotapes can be filed
as evidence when a case
goes to court.
"It's very handy,
because it shows the
time and the date on the
tape," Boehr said.
She says she switches
the camera on every time
she pulls over a driver.
"The bonus of having it
on all the time is that if
something happens in
front of you, you have it
on tape," she said.

Sherwood Park RCMP Const. Jane
pollee car.
The camera can also be
turned around and used
to monitor arrested persons in the backseat of
the police car.
The
videocassette
recorder is locked in a
fire-proof container in
the trunk of the police
car, so nobody can tamper with the tape.
Const. Mike Kindratsky

says he has the camera
on all the time.
"I use it for impaired
drivers,
suspended
licences, stolen motor
vehicles and pursuits,"

Kindratsky said.
He offers to let drivers
watch their tapes before
they go to court.
"Once people have
viewed the tape, they

"It's a very valuable
piece of equipment,"
Harrison said. "Every
police car should have
one. It's very useful for
pursuits and impaired

drivers."
Harrison says he would
like to order more cameras for the Sherwood
Park detachment, but
they cost about $8,000
each.
"We' II get them as
money becomes available," he said.
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Chart 1\vo: Strengthening Partnerships

COMMUNITY
COLLEGES

SENIOR
CITIZENS

A police department provides space
and lcachers for a youth-oriented
empowerment and education
program. A community college
contributes space, equipment and
educators for the project.

A police department trains senior
citizens in .crime prevention
techniques. Senior citizens canvas
local neighborhoods, particularly
among other seniors, to teach these
techniques.

POLICE

A police officer establishes and
a regular
neighborhood clean-up program
around the business district.
Small business owners
contribute to a fund which pays
for lunch and snacks for
volunteers.

co~rdi nates

LOCAL BUSINESSES

A police station assigns a liaison
officer to work with representatives
of a community policing task force.
Members of the neighborhood
association conduct regular
night-time walks to deter criminal
activities.

NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSOCIATIONS
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Char! Three: One-on-One Relationships
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
Independent Review of the

File: 95-019

MU~ir.ipal Enfor.cemen~

Function

City of Yellowknife

Purpose and Background:
On December 13, 1994 council passed motion #00497-94 directing
that as soon as possible following the adoption of the 1995
General Operating Fund budget, a comprehensive review of the
City's Municipal Enforcement Division be undertaken to address
such matters as - but not limited to - cost effectiveness. The
information provided by the review will be used to guide the
City's municipal enforcement strategy into the future.
The City has sought and obtained an opinion from its legal
counsel (Brownlee Fryett) on the municipality's legislated
responsibility to enforce certain Territorial statutes and
municipal by-laws, and the liability exposure it faces if these
statutes and by-laws are not enforced. The city is seeking a
further opinion as to what level of enforcement the courts may
expect from it. These opinions will be provided to the
person/firm undertaking the review.
The City seeks the services of an evaluator to examine the
municipal enforcement function.

Scope of Review:
-Examine the present organization of the Municipal Enforcement
Division, and provide an assessment of how human and financial
resources are currently allocated to the municipality's
enforcement responsibilities and priorities.
-Provide a cost-effectiveness analysis of the enforcement service
currently provided by the City's Municipal Enforcement Division
which includes a service levelfcost effectiveness comparisons
with municipal enforcement approaches used in comparable
communities.
-Identify alternatives available to City Council respecting the
enforcement of municipal by-laws, including the use of
volunteers.
·.~

-Prepare an assessment of the hum~n, financial and equipment
resources that are required to carry out the enforcement
responsibility after the current by-laws are amended ~o addr7ss
the exposures noted in the opinions provided to the C1ty by 1ts
legal counsel.
• ••• 2
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city of Yellowknife

Time Frame and Resources:
-The review should be concluded by the end of September, 1995.
-Inquiries for information required by the proposer can be made
of any member of City administration.
-The Senior Administrative Officer will be the city's contact
person for any background information, access to City files, or
administrative matters related to this project.
-The evaluator will receive direction from and report to Chairman
of City Council's Works and Public Safety Committee.

Reporting Schedule:
-Present interim discussion report to Chairman, Works and Public
Safety Committee on or before August 25, 1995.
-Collect any additional data; complete report by September 29,
1995.

Requirements:
-The evaluator will conduct the evaluation in accordance with
accepted program evaluation standards.
-The evaluator will have a capability to assess enforcement from
a municipal perspective.
-The evaluator will provide ten (10) copies of each of the
interim and final reports.

Administration:
-The city will enter into a service agreement with the proposer
for the independent review outlin~d in this Request for
Proposals.
'•
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city of Yellowknife

Administration: (cont)
-The City will pay fees and disbursements on the basis of project
related invoices submitted by the evaluator.
Disbursements will
be reimbursed at actual cost. The evaluator's invoices must
explain the purpose for each of the disbursement items.

Proposal:
The following information should be provided, but not be
restricted to, in each proposal:
(This information will be
utilized in evaluating each proposal submitted as described in
the "proposal evaluation" section of this Request for Proposals.)
1.

outline the following aspects of their business operations:
1.1 Management structure including total number of
employees (provide organizational chart).
1.2 Location of head and branch offices as they relate to
this project.
1.3 Description .of the capability of the resources proposed
to meet the requirements outlined in this Request for
Proposals.
1.4 Proposal shall include a resume for each member of the
proposed project team with a description indicating
how, and what ways the proposed resource satisfies the
needs identified in this Request for Proposal. (IE:
employees, subcontractors)
1.5 Residency of key personnel proposed to be used in this
project.

2.

Description of the methodology that will be employed in
performing the evaluation.

3.

Past relevant experience.
3.1 Details outlining proposers past relevant experience.
3.2 Proposals shall include the names of customers and
contacts whom the City may call.

4.

Verification of compliance with schedule.

5.

Indication of rates, fee structure and bid price stated in
actual dollars and cents expressed in Canadian funds .

·.~
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City of Yellowknife

6.

Other
6.1

Proposer should identify whether or not they possess a
valid NWT WCB number.

6.2

Proposer should identity whether or not they possess a
valid City of Yellowknife Business License.

'
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